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EDUCATION BY RADIO—The five 

tadio stations in the US-Occupied 

Areas of Germany—Stuttgart, Frank- MILITARY GOVERNMENT 
furt, Munich, Bremen and RIAS in i 

Berlin—have developed extensive 

educational programs, including lec- 

tures, lessons, discussions and music. 

All are well received by the German 

listeners, A summary of this MG- 

initiated project begins on page 9. 

(Drawing from E&CR OMGUS) 
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_ ‘Signs of Normal Conditions’ Since Currency Reform Discussed Again 

Despite Evidence of Unbalanced, Subnormal Economy, New Shortages 

BUSINESS recovery has advanced so The Bizonal Area has not yet remaining under regulations, and the 

far and so rapidly sincemonetary absorbed into its economic and lifting of the wage stop, approved by 

reform that bizonal circles ane dis- social structure the influx of persons Military Government on Oct. 29, put 

cussing “signs of normal conditions.” expelled from the east, and the more strain on the price structure, 

Such signs are, however, appearing in housing shortage will remain acute The rise in industrial production in 

aneconomy which is still unbalanced for a long time, as the major cities the last months has put great pres- 

and subnormal and in which, para- are still in ruins. Nor has it yet sure on production facilities. For 

doxically, the recent increases in in- solved the many problems arising example, the serious situation in 

dustrial output have brought about from the change in boundaries, which electric power has arisen primarily 

new shortages and unbalances while interrupted the customary channels from the heavier demands of in- 

redressing some of those that were for exchange of raw materials, dustrial users, particularly the steel 
most serious in 1946 and 1947. finished goods, semi-finished parts industry, and from the strain on run- 

Three outstanding factors mark the one neesinial oe and ane down Benen and ee 

Bizonal Area as a deficit economic (@formation with w at is now the equipment. Simi ‘ar pressure has been 

. Soviet Zone. put on the production of cokeoven gas. region. First, it cannot yet export 7 5 oo 
. | , - The expansion in production has 

enough to pay for imports of food- owever, manufacturers are begin- | . . 
a : : 7 . . resulted in a growing shortage of 

stuffs, petroleum and industrial goods ning on an increasing scale to aay ; — 
tfici ' stat 3 skilled labor, mainly in building trades, 

ie Tal Im a f re | ti: " ade “gs : : . suincrent to Maintain a minimum manufacture products formerly made foundries and machinery industries. 
standard of living for its population, exclusively in eastern Germany which Leos . ; . 

i, . ; j . ! . The index of industrial production 
and it is, therefore, being heavily is now the Soviet Zone, notably . we 

. . _- ; rose in October for the fifth con- 
subsidized by the US and British textile machinery, or are expanding . rao 

; _, secutive month, reaching 73 percent 
governments. their facilities to make up for the  ¢¢ the 1936 base-period level, a gain 

Second, industrial plant and trans- shortiall of deliveries from the east, of three index ‘points, or four percent. 
portation equipment urgently need i. ml the “tat ° ee aoe The increase was smaller than in 
long overdue repairs and _ replace- Be i —_ see < oon. <n ‘he, Y previous months since monetary 
ments,’ which require large-scale a erin. b " t fron Tea fog reform, indicating that the rising — 

capital investment, still a serious ot tochae ian . rom a Al talent trend was leveling off. — 

problem, although Military Govern- , te he an hah hen “ en oe 

ment and German officials as well as note th a “ + | egan tone P RODUCTION ges aD individual private industry are working toward | efore the traffic em argo. - industry groups were more uniform 

: ee Co a The level of business activity rose than in September or August. The 
its solution. . . | 

Thi | during October, as the Bizonal Area largest increases were in sawmills 
T id, the present higher Ppro-. surpassed its previous production and woodworking production with 

duction of consumer goods. and hous- levels. The major development was 10 percent; vehicles and iron and 
ing facilities not only 1s insufficient the rise in hard coal whiich br ought steel, both with eight. percent; and 

to meet day-to-day requirements but the daily average production to more machinery and optical goods with 
also cannot make up the backlog of than 300,000 metric tons for the first seven percent. Smaller gains occurred 
demand from the period of scarcity time since the war, and the major in the output of coal, stones and 
since 1943, when the first serious industrial problem was the increasing earths, rubber and rubber products, 
shortages developed. For example, burden on the already overtaxed paper and paper products, electricity 

although shoe production is now facilities for generating electric power. and gas, non-ferrous metals, glass 
sufficient to provide every person in The shortage of electric power affect- and ceramics, and leather and leather 
the Bizonal Area with the prewar rate ed the chemical and machinery in- products. In all those industries post- 
of one new pair of shoes per year, dustries most seriously, although all war records were achieved. 
this is inadequate in view of the industry felt it to some degree. Chemicals, textiles and clothing 

depleted condition of consumer Business and consumer interest dropped slightly, and petroleum and 

stocks, especially of children’s shoes. was focused on _ prices, which coal products. were unchanged. Three 

This depletion applies to most were a leading topic on the agenda groups were at or above the 1936 
wardrobe items, household goods, and of the German Bizonal Economic level; mining (excluding coal), electri- 
furniture, as bomb damage was added . Council as well as in the press and city and gas, and electrial equip- 

to normal wear and tear, and large in conversation. The continuing rise ment. — From Bipartite Section of 
- numbers of refugees must be re- in uncontrolled prices brought pres- Military Governor's Monthly Report 

equipped: =... is tw ... gure to bear indirectly on those prices No. 40. oo | --END 
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4 Be ; 
4g 7 6 h Feeding Blockaded 

« 

N e @ 
eo € ’ Germans in Berlin» ten 4. stex 

Chief, Food and Agriculture Section 

OMG Berlin Sector 

Ww THE Russians decided to for the baking of bread, which during action in suddenly cutting off the 

blockade the Western Sectors a hunger threat, becomes truly the  fresh-milk supply from the Western 

of Berlin, they obviously made some staff of life, was available in a suffi- Sectors could, therefore, have been 

wrong guesses. One concerned the cient volume to meet the needs of disastrous for the population of these 

amount of food there was available in the population for 30 days. Sugar and _ sectors, had not an adequate supply 

the Western Sectors of the city for fat were available for 86 days and _ of satisfactory substitutes been pro- 

the feeding of the blockaded popula- 48 days, respectively. vided. 

tion. Another was their belief that These reserve stocks had been pro- As it was, there were available in 

Western Berlin could not be supplied vided for the US and British Sectors the Western Sectors 65 tons of eva- 

by means other than land or water. out of common sources in thie Bizonal porated milk and 117 tons of dried 

The Russians thus expected a quick Area, but the French Sector, which whole milk, both imported from the 
and easy victory in Berlin, These ex- had been less well prepared, was United States, and sufficient to meet 

pectations were defeated, however, immediately allowed to draw on US demands for 45 days. This milk had 

first, by the fact that there were suffi- and British stocks for the feeding of een brought to Berlin during the 

cient stocks of food in the Western its population. winter and spring of 1948, to serve 

Secs of oes to feed the Serna ILK HAD represented a special as a special ee and for the pur- 

civilian population until the airlift M point of attack in the Russian- pose of cet aura the welfare of 

coultiee eras and, second, by — piockade strategy. Since the beginning she popuiaHon OF he Ue ameec Der 
the airlift itself. of the occupation, infants, young Wester BoC of Berlin against all 

On that eventful day of June 24, children and sick people in the ones 

when railroad traffic to western Ber- Western Sectors had been dependent The evaporated and dried whole 

lin was suddenly halted by the Rus- on fresh milk from the Soviet Zone. milk which were stored in the Western 

sians, there was, to be precise, suffi- For this, the Russians had received Sectors, and which were on the 

cient food in the Western Sectors to from the Western Powers dried shelves in stores 12 hours after the 

feed the population for 37 days. Flour skimmed milk in return, Russian (Continued next rage) 

FE eas . i fs os 4 

2 Eee . ee 
a. _ _ ‘a. se ~~ . : A — ee 

SOS 2. , «i 6mm pee fe 
West Berliners could a. tees ee = = is a! . = hm 4 
buy their bread with- (| - — 2 ~~. — | — | 

three sectors always WM trtsrts=S=s ss ~~ 

hea suitctent to meet i SQ 
the established daily _ “ . og - = od “ i _. / - : 2 — — 

Tations. (Photo-Donath) $e ee. li Z — : 
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i CUMS os > —F | Russians cut off the supply of fresh 

LUC Ol _ | - milk, were not only excellent sub- 
eo 2... £ fe i lat v4 stitutes for fresh milk of any type, 

14) ... _ | — A ef . oe |» ___ but were much superior to the fresh 
a - FF , .- -. ~ milk from the Soviet Zone, which 

 s : . Fs - ee vA — had been partly skimmed and of a 
. : | r os _ : | oS = __ssvery poor quality. 

es ee a. | _. | 3 7 — > bi -— ae O= OF THE interesting aspects 
* -_ Se o 4 Pk id — . 3 o—_ = - s oy . ' ea a . oe of the milk action was that, 

— | 7 : ex CS when the Russians saw that we had 

Ree ot. 86h — = |. for fresh milk, they attempted to 
. 2 : < a — . ee os 2 S oO és _ — renew the old exchange arrangement, 

y . . — a a es :  . o foe on of This was undoubtedly due to the fact 

ey - ge Ff. - + © that, on the one hand, they had no 
a et Pie S ‘ - ae J 
oS a Rela | 4 ‘ ore ak } immediate outlet for the fresh milk 

Se Se ‘ oe | 4...... which had been going to the Western 
— oO iS . 2 oe ~ _-—~_ Sectors of Berlin theretofore, and, on 

: ~. . S m Se ee : — the other hand, to their desire to con 
oe . 0 , . = .. tinue to get dried skimmed milk in 

~ : u % a : - # a ‘ exchange for fresh milk. 

Se ee - The population had, however, al- 
ios : ie eer gi : ready become acquainted with the 

: : : - 8 : J evaporated and dried whole milk and 

: : - “ 4 / had gotten to like it, There was no 
on Se cs] | : inclination on the US side even to 

# oe . _ FF Le consider the Russian overtures, 

<_< Pa > 4 Cl oe Not only was there ample food 
-. 4 : Pg a oo e. oo. available for the population of the 

ee : . wen ‘ | Western Sectors when the blockade 

*. - Sa — - _. started, but it was all stored in ware- 
: a ee . a & o houses in these sectors, as it had been 

oe a 2 for a considerable time before the 
. _. — —— “ . blockade. The Russians, on the other 

ee ee _ ._ oc so hand, in spite of the fact that they 
oe ew | . &. were the ones who called the moves 

Commercial hothouse in US Sector. comers, _ in this maneuver, had stored in ware- 
houses in the Western Sectors, out- 

side of their jurisdiction, 18,600 tons 

ae oe oe > of feed and bread grains, all of which 

26 —  —CCCéPlockea. 

SS a lrlrtrrtrst—~swsONCOWrss a far from creating an immedi 
oe 33 . 2 2 —ri—“C—OeC~—~—CN food crisis in the Western Sectors, 

ee _ |... —CO=_C _ . | =~ blockade was imposed, bakery stores 

_ «=. . i. i_=s4.. = in the Russian Sector ran out bread: 

De fe Be cess they cotta tay their hands om 
aoa ~ iG oe - p - 8 | for shipment to Berlin, that the bread 

oe & | es oe oo a . supply in the Soviet Sector again 

8 i= 2 e : o The favorable food situation which 

7 yy oe 3 Cl : blockade should not, however, tend 

ee oe 0 ae f= to minimize the seriousness of the 

Flour is delivered in West Berlin. (Photo-Donath) (Continued on page 19) 
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German Imports by John French 
Chief, Import Branch 

f Joint Export-Import Agency 

Ww DOES the Bizone import, German industry, particularly those addition there are many specialized 

and why? making goods for export, needs needs such as the requirements of the 

A full answer to this question materials that must be imported from world-famous Bavarian ceramics in- 

touches on most of the major policies abroad. The purpose of these imports dustry for kaolin from Czechoslovakia. 

of the occupation. is to revive cen economy, and npiiss PURCHASE of. iron ore is a 

The most important import is, of at the same time enable the export typical example of the use to which 

course, food. Germany-was never self- _ industries to develop to a point where Category B funds are put. This year, 

supporting in food. Even before the Germany may eventually become self- the JEIA plans to purchase more than 

war, Germany produced not more than sustaining. 3,000,000 tons of iron ore from Swe- 

75 percent of its requirements. More: The largest single items included in den, plus lesser amounts from other 

ae 25 percent of its food came from 4, adjoining table are cotton countries. These imports are based on 

oo i ee ($58,260,229) and wool ($47,587,685). the decision of the Military Governors 

i - ‘ ‘ * 

istration at the incr ae oe . In addition to serving internal re- 0 permit the steel nat ere. i . Pp 1 quirements, these purchases reflect Ruhr to expand to a point where it 

zone can produce at most only half of i Z can serve essential German needs and 
f 2 aa the desire to develop textile exports. 5 : 

the food required for a minimum 3 j at the same time contribute to the 
iandapaipe igs The success of this program is r : 

standard of living. : ‘ reconstruction of Europe. Without 
Y evidenced by the fact that textile sat 3 

Accordingly, from the beginning of 5 substantial imports of high grade ore, 
fF oN exports for the first 10 months of i 

the occupation, large quantities of i948 amounted to $36,051,001 there would be little chance of 
foodstuffs have had to be imported, REA CARE reaching the agreed level of 10,700,000 

in order to prevent “disease und un- Other basic industrial needs are tons of steel a year. 

rest." This formula was also appliedto served by the large imports of items One item of a slighly different 
certain other items, namely seed, ferti- such asiron ores for the steel industry ature is the expenditure of $6,061,040 

lizer and petroleum products, These ($19,128,110 in the first 10 months jn the first 10 months of 1948 for 

imports, which are classified as “Cate- of 1948), crude rubber for the manu- the purchase of aluminium, Normally, 

gory A", are financed by appropriated facture of tires and other rubber Germany would buy bauxite, the raw 

funds contributed by the US and UK products ($13,913,977), hides and skins material from which aluminium is 
governments. for leather industry ($12,063,010) and made, and the aluminium would be 

In the first 10 months of 1948, wood pulp for the manufacture of produced in German aluminium works 

Category A imports totaled $7,942,365 paper and rayon ($12,158,590). In (Continued next rage) 

metrictons, having an estimatedlanded 

cost of $822,323,0000. Wheat andother §©=—~7=——7————— 

grains from the United States make up eh 
the bulk of these imports. Items orgin- Category “B" Imports for First ten Months a 1948 

ating in the United States and United common as ee ee rcaer 

Kingdom are purchased by govern- 8 ooo 
ment agencies in the respective Textiles, fibers and products thereof $136,241,000 39.8 

‘ ae Crude vegetable products 25,687,000 7.5 
counttles, while ttemsite be purchased Ferro and non-ferrous additive alloys and metals 22,267,000 6.5 

| elsewhere are procured through the Metallic ores 23,353,000 6.8 
Joint Food Procurement Office, which Crude animal products 13,772,000 4.0 

is under the import Branch of the Chemicals 13753;00075 5.4.0 
Joint Exportdmport Agency Oils, fats, waxes and derivatives 13,494,000 3.9 

m Rubber products and basic materials 10,793,000 3.2 

LL OTHER imports are classified Pulp, Daper/and products \thereor Lee OO ait? A ue aa Food, manufactured 13,345,000 3.9 
as Regony, . Cee oar Coal and coal products 19,259,000 5.6 

procured by JEIA, or by German im- Crude non-metallic minerals and products thereof 8,448,000 2.5 
porters, out of the proceeds of German Drugs and medicines 2,058,000 0.6 

exports. Wood and timber and products thereof 1,325,000 0.4 

: ; Machinery (incl. electric) and vehicles (incl. locomotives and ships) 2,258,000 0.7 
_The major Category B imports con- Invisible imports 9,148,000 2.7 

sist of industrial items, running the Other imports 12,778,000 3.7 

entire scale of essential raw materials eum naer oa ical ny etivatles $342, 183,000 100.0 

from crude rubber to Mongolian TDUGAE OH DIL Pane ae met G 
animal hair, Virtually every major 
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at a substantial saving in foreign ex- which then has the responsibility for industrial imports then became the 
‘change. But because of the fact that procurement. a responsibility of the JEIA. | . 
aluminium was considered a dangerous . . | Le ge _ war potential, the four occupying Te RAPID growth in the volume ‘* The method of procurement _fol- 

powers agreed in the Level of Indu- of me orts has required constant lowed at first was that of direct 
} va changes in the method of procure- Purchases by the agency. The 

stry Plan of March 1946 to prohibit : 

its manufacture. However, the position | ment, In the early days of the occu- en assembled a staff of Skilled 
' ame pation there were practically no in- negotiators, each an expert on his 

regarding the import of bauxite 1S dustrial imports; industry was at a_ line, whose job it was, by keeping in 
being reviewed in the light of the virtual standstill, accumulated stocks touch with world markets, to buy his 
present situation. | were in some cases available for the Commodities at the most favorable 

Similar to the purchase of alumi- Small amount of essential production prices available. Title to the goods 
nium is the expenditure of large sums that did take place, and in any event Temained with the agency until the 
for freight. Before the war, when there was no money from exports to German consignee made the corre- 

Germany had her own merchant fleet, Pay for imports. sponding Reichsmark payment to his 
the situation was entirely different; As accumulated stocks were used bank. The distribution of the goods 
freight was Germany's most important up, and as the economy began to after arrival was the responsibility of 
invisible export. Now, Germany has revive, the needs for industrial im- the German Economic Administration. 

no ocean-going merchant fleetandthe ports became more pressing. Funds, Central purchasing, however, has 
Potsdam-Agreement has prohibited however, still were unsufficient. This obvious disadvantages from the point 
the production of sea-going ships. impasse was broken in the caseofone _ of view of the individual manufacturer 

large item, cotton, though a financing or consumer because of the delay and 
wr THE BULK of purchase arrangement worked out with the the red tape involved in securing the 

y¥ made with Category B funds Commodity Credit Corporation where particular imports which he needs. 
are for industrial use, they also in- $36,000,000 worth of American cotton Accordingly, procedures were devel- 
clude a number of non-industrial Was shipped to the Bizone with pay- oped for turning over the procurement 
items. For instance, certain badly ment to be made out of the proceeds asnonsibility to the German impor- 
needed drugs, such as insulin, penici- of the resulting exports. Gradually, ters and consumers. In order to 

lin and streptomycin, are bought with more funds for imports became encourage exports, German firms 

Category B funds. JEIA has even ®Vailable, largely through the exports — needing certain raw materials from 
bought some Rhesus monkeys, needed of coal, and in the latter part of 1947 ‘abroad for export production could 
for medical research in the field of a tennal ae ris pegan to arrive in contract directly for these materials 

_ infantile paralysis. with foreign suppliers if they could 

Other imports, useful to the German , In the first months of the occupa —_ show that the resulting exports would 
economy but not of such primary he there was no special staff to bring in at least three times the 
importance as the basic raw materials, andle these imports; the few trans- foreign exchange expended for the 
have been bought under trade agree. actions that did arise were concluded import. | | 

(for the American Zone) by the Ex- . 
ments with other countries, where the port-Import Section of the Trade and Another encouragement for exports 

Bizone may have agreed to take a Commerce Branch, Economics Division, was the Bonus “A” plan, under which 
certain quantity of consumer and OMGUS, and by corresponding sec- the exporter could spend five percent 

semi-manufactured items in return for tions in the state Military Govern- of the foreign exchange received from. 
the promise of the other country to ment Office. This, however, was to his exports for the purchase of raw 

do the same. Items in this category be a purely temporary arrangement, materials or machinery or for any 

would include finished textiles from pending the formulation by the Allied other purpose calculated to increase 

Switzerland and Belgium, doors and Control Council of an import program the export production of his plant. 

window frames from Sweden and for all four zones and the establish- Still another procedure was devel- 

paper goods from the Netherlands. ment of a German central department oped, not primarily related to exports, 

The above items and a host of [OF foreign trade, in accordance with where the purchase of items needed 

others make up the Bizone’s import the agreement reached among the for the German economy could be 

budget, This budget is prepared by the four occupying powers at Potsdam in delegated to German firms. Prior to 

German Economic Administration, on August 1945. currency reform, however, the bulk of 

the basis of the requirements sub- The failure to reach quadripartite the purchasing was done by JEIA on 
mitted to it by the various industries, agreement on these matters led to the @ centralized basis. 

and within the limits of the foreign economic fusion of the US and British The currency reform marked the 

exchange which the JEIA has deter- Zones in December 1946 and the beginning of the final stage in 
mined to be available. After screen- establishment of the Joint Export-Im- the return of German import pro- 

ing by the Bipartite Control Office, port Agency with headquarters in curement to normal business channels. 

the budget is forwarded to the JEIA, Minden. The central procurement of (Continued on next page) 
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Before currency reform, even where tations and to over-all JEIA super- _ self-sufficiency will still be far distant. 

procurement had been turned over to vision. It is estimated that the Bizone needs 

German firms, it was still necessary HE FEAR has been expressed that imports of almost $3,000,000,000 a 

to keep a close price check on all T this turn wy eae year in order to sustain the population 
. | -over of responsibility 

purchases made. The reason for this |. | , ,; and to develop enough exports to pay 

was that regardless of the foreign ex- will lead to a flood of illegal foreign for these imports.  (Foedstuffs alone 

change cost of the import, the im- exchange manipulations. It is believed, would. account "for more’ than 

porter paid only the internal Reichs- however, that this danger has been $1 200,000 000 ‘of the total.) While the 

mark price. Moreover, the amount of much exaggerated. Cases will a present plans call for reaching this. 

Reichsmarks he paid meant little to doubt occur, where importers will be goal in 1952-1953, this timetable 

him, because of the worthless nature found to have abused the responsibil- could, of course, be upset by a variet 

of the Reichsmark. There was there- ties placed upon them under the new oof factors particularly by any further 

fore no incentive for him to buy at procedure, On the other hand it must deterioration in the international 
the lowest world market pric be recognized that such abuses are ; ; b ° 

: price. inherent in any system where the situation or y any economic factors 

This situation has been entirely value of the currency is artifically reducing the ability of other countries 

changed by the introduction of the controlled. The gains resulting from to purchase German exports. 

new currency, which has real internal at least this partial return to free But to give this program a chance 

value, and by the new requirement enterprise should far outweigh the to succeed, it is essential that Ger- 

that the importer must pay not the few losses that may develop. many’s trade be returned as far as 

internal price, but the exact foreign The increase in German imports is possible to normal business channels. 

exchange price calculated at the rate @ Cause, as well as a measure, of the As German recovery progresses, its 

of 30 cents equals 1 Deutsche Mark. rate at which industrial recovery in foreign trade becomes increasingly 

An importer who buys $100 of raw Western Germany has taken place. It complex. The number of items de- 

materials must pay 333 Deutsche marks is significant that in the first 10 sired from abroad is constantly in- 

in order to obtain the goods. Accord- months of 1948 industrial imports creasing; the specifications change 

ingly, he now has a direct interest in totaled $342,000,000, or nearly two fromdaytoday, depending on chang- 

buying at the lowest possible price. and a half times the amount for all of es in markets or styles or improve- 

. 1947 ($133,000,000). With the full im- ments in basic techniques. When 

This fundamental change makes it pact of Marshall Plan purchasing still matters have reached this point, as 

possible to accelerate the turn-over to be felt, the rate of increase in they now have, no bureaucracy, how- 

of procurement-responsibility. It is imports should continue, and with a ever well intentioned, whether Allied 

hoped that. very shortly. substantially parallel expansion in exports the year or German, can take the place of the 

all industrial procurement will be in 1948 should see western Germany well initiative and enterprise and business 

the hands of the German manufac- started on the road to self-sufficiency. judgment of the individual trader. 

turers and importers, subject only to However, even should the hopes The policy of central purchases by 

budgetary and foreign exchange limi- for 1948 be realized, the goal of  jpy A, as followed in the past, has 

served its purpose of priming the 

om me pump of German recovery. Further 

| Bibliog raphy of Trade Articles | progress depends on the successful re- 

laxation of present controls. Accord- 

Previous articles published in the Information Bulletin concerning imports, ‘ingly, in turning over to German 

foreign trade and associated subjects include: firms the responsibility for purchasing 

German Foreign Trade—i1945, Issue No. 7, Revised Plan for Level of Industry in US/UK their own requirements, JEIA is taking 

opt. 8. ie. Comm Zones, Issue No, 109, Sept. 8, 1947. one of the preliminary steps that must 

Sept 8 1945. merce Organized, Issue No. 7, No 12h) Sept 29 . Based on Reichsmark, Issue be taken before German production 

Apne ee World Trade, Issue No. 36, on Foreign Trade, Issue No. 125, Dec. 29, can reach the levels on which the 

yCermany’s Forelgn Trade Extended, Issue | ee erman , Import Program, Issue No. 128, recovery Oa and of ve ND 

nergaking Down, anter Zonal Barriers, Issue Nee rab ps dade, JEIA Progress, Issue urope, no Pp . 

igumPorted from the US, Issue No. 51, July 22, No. 199, Rebs 4 1948 Marshall Plan, Issue 

ny e +, The Mar r ny, : 

series), Tssu0. No. ob, Aug. 26 1946. Agencies | Issue No. 128, Feb. 2 8 School Building Derequisitioned 

_Eipattite Board Approves Basic Principles of No. 134, May 4, 1048.0 The Deaf Mute School buildin 
Aims of Bizonal Unit rh ‘ in nee 1946, JEIA Reviews 4 Months of Work, Issue g 

1946. y+ Issue No. 64, Oct. 21, No, 136, Jume 1, 1948, at Neckargemuend, Wuerttemberg- 

yetzonal Economic Merger Defined, Issue ion _ Works, Issue No. 137, June ts, Baden, was derequisitioned by the US 

rettade and Commerce 1946—1947, Isswe No. 74, No dt deg 10. in European Recovery, Issue Amy, and returned to use for its 

Trade and Commerce (MG series | Bizonia's Trade Agreement Program, Issue original purpose. The Deaf Mute In- 

Noo go Meas toe (MG semtes), Issue NO ng ee croul ae stitution at Zurich, Switzerland, con- 

Stagnant Inflation, Issue No. 94, May 26, 1947. No. 143, Sept. 71948, Administration, issue tributed DM 2,000 for the reequip- 

Cotton Plan for Germany, Issue No. 101, Bizone's Participation in ECA Program, Issue og P 
July 14, 1947. No. 148, Nov. 16," 1948. gram, ment of this school. : 
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, remove from Wuerttemberg-Baden all annual growth, Replating now in , 

non-Germans, of which group-the DP’s cut over areas is a part of the MG — 

are only a part, the total number of program. if 

What is the United States policy with crimes committed would be reduced Germany lumber production today 

respect fo non-governmenial asso- a mere five percent approximately. goes for three purposes: approximately att 

ciations or trade unions which have [n 1947 such a move would have nine percent of the total cutting is — 
economic interests? eliminated only 3,640 cases out of a used for occupational requirements if 

It is US policy that membership, total of 76,226 known cleared cases. and for the crating of reparation ie 
both to trade associations and to (OMGWB) items; five and a half percent for the 
trade unions, must be voluntary. No * * * lumber export program to Great Brit- : 
German businessman or wage-earner Why are Germans not permitted to ain and Holland, for which food and bd 

may be forced or coerced against his hunt? other items are shipped back to Ger- — 
will, to join a trade association or a At the end of hostilities it was nec- many; and about 851/2 percent goes to 
trade union. It is also US policy that essary for the Allies to issue decrees the German economy. The Allies are 

trade associations and cooperatives tbidding any German to possess neither destroying nor looting Ger- 

or their representatives may not be _i7¢arms of any description. These reg- many of her forests and lumber, — 
permitted to exercise governmental ulations are still in effect and will (OMGWB) Yay 

functions, Trade associations or in- ‘main in effect, probably, until a aes * a 
dustry groups may advice govern. Peace treaty is signed. However, Will JEIA make funds available for 

mental agencies, and in the export- hunting without firearms is not for- filing copyrights in any country? 
import fields they may assist bidden. Farmers whose crops are No, JEIA will only make funds avail- — 
governmental agencies in the allo- ‘Swflering from boar damage may able for filing in countries whi by) 

cation and sub-allocation of materials, Construct pig traps to kill the boar. have given official notification that 
(OMGWB) (OMGWB) they will protect German copyrights. 

4 a A a * * To date only the United States, Great 
Why are the Allies stripping Germany _ Britain and France have amended their 

Is it possible for & businessman to go of her forests and shipping the lumber war-time regulations to permit fi net ‘§ 
to ie United States in order to  qbroad? by Germans. Several other counties 
ce con ehy aa aaa ROCK IaGets It is to the interests of Military have this under consideration at the 
man export firms? Government that Germany's forests present time. (JEIA) — 

Yes, it is possible. Such travel may pe managed in an efficient, non- ye ) ie tere 

be sponsored by a branch office of destructive m , both to sustain : Oe 
JEIA, and travel expenses paid from the cece ena: to further the re- a Ht inue that Americans oS sain 
Bonus “A” funds. (JEIA) vival of the German economy. While control of German: indistty a 

* * XK the present cutting program oe EMT NaS Coe # 
: ‘ sotat Absolutely not; there are laws that 

Are not the displaced persons re- into the reserves of old timber, it is etuicily fgcbidthis praceem and 

sponsible for a goodly portion of the ™°% ELEC) ae ee neha anyone attempting to do so would be 
crime committed in Wuerttemberg- cut is at present 180 percent of the un eh eda Secre tigate Marshall | 

Baden? recently made a statement to nis 
According to statistics taken from In this section are printed the effect, that not one percent of ong Si 

the Annual Report of the state Bureau best and most repeated questions stock in any industry in Germany hee 

of Criminal Identification and Police and answers which are forwarded been taken over by an Americana 
Statistics of 76,226 reported cases of fol the  Intormation | Bullen. (OMGWB) eh 
crime in Wuerttemberg-Baden in 1947 Questions, especially those ad- * Ag eS 
that were cleared by detention or dressed by Germans to occupa- Are German peubleners OF ou p 
arrest, 72,586 were committed by tional personnel, may be sent to able fo copyright material in ee ice 

Germans and 3,640 were committed the Editor, and the competent countries? sie 
by non-Germans. In percentage, these | authority on the subject will be ¥es,/Provided that the yaa 
figures show that five percent of the requested to prepare the reply. necessary foreign exchange availaby 

crime was perpetrated by non-Ger- The questions must be confined to defray the cost of copyright {eg 
mans and 95 percent by Germans. to the sphere of US Military and other expenses incidental a pe 

The argument advanced by many Government. or atiiliated. ac- and JEIA states there is no objectio 

Germans that DP’s commit the most tivities in Germany. to this amount being paid by a foreig® 
crime is false. If it were possible to publisher or individual. (JEIA) 
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ty Harry A. Jacobs 
Reports & Information Officer 
Education & Cultural Relations Division, OMGUS 

R22 BROADCASTS for use in centralize the direction of the schoo] lanta, Ga.; Dr, Charles Palmer, super- 
schools have been invaluable to system, including educational radio intendent of schools of Cleveland, 

the postwar German teacherstruggling (Schulfunk), and within a short time Ohio; and Dr. J. Keith Tyler, director 

against the handicaps of inadequate after 1933, educational programs of radio institutes, Ohio State Uni- 

supplies of books, pencils, paper and ceased altogether. Instead, educ- versity, Columbus, Ohio. 

other essential teaching aids. ational radio was exploited by the For a 90-day period each con- 

During the first two years of oc- National Socialist Party for political sultant worked with German and MG 

cupation not more than onenewtext- aims, shifting the emphasis from radio and education authorities on the 

book was printed for every school offering instruction to providing po- production and utilization of radio, 

child in the US Zone—a condition litical indoctrination for actual and supervising the writing of scripts and 

which led educators to seek other prospective members of the Nazi making suggestions as to how the 

methods by which teachers could be Party YouthMovement/(Hitler Jugend). programs could be improved. At that 

helped in their work. Conditions such ‘N THE FALL of 1945, the German time, Radio Frankfurt, Radio Stutt- 
as a shortage of radio sets and repair I radio stations, notably Frankfurt gatt, and America’s Berlin radio 
material were not favorable to the anq Stuttgart, were anxious to start station (RIAS) had included educ- 

development of school radio pro- broadcasting educational material. In ational broadcasts on their regular 
grams, but children brought sets 1947, Military Government brought schedules. Mr. Linch, one of the 

from their homes and a few were five radio education experts from the Visiting consultants, was appointed as 
obtained from Military Government— United States to the US-Occupied MG Specialist in radio education in 

radios which had been the property Area, They were Dr. Ronald Lowder- September 1947. Under his guidance 
of the German army and the National milk, specialist in radio education, educational radio has rapidly ex- 
Socialist Party. And so, gradually, a gs Office of Education, Washington, Panded in scope. 

program of education by radio took p,C,; Mr, Charles MacInnis, director Ve eS 
its place in schools all over the US of radio and public relations, Public ed emphasis on the establisment 
Occupied Area. School System, Columbia, S.C.; Mr. of friendly relations between the 

The use of radio for instruction is Sam H. Linch, supervisor of radio radio stations in the US Zone and 
not a recent developmentin Germany. education, Public School System, At- (Continued next page) 
The Weimar Republic, for example, | a etal ae gs : “ aces 
encouraged the educational use of =| ee — a i q Ce 
radio. A generous allotment of air = _ | _ oe 
time on Germany's most powerful | = ue PL 
station at that period (Deutschland- 2% a. oe es bal — 
sender) was provided for education. A ; . Ce oe So A 2. a ee 
AD THE government sup- ‘ ro lS _. ° Vv a 

= oe ee re oes z & ported these radio programs, the | | ee 3 se ce 
Ministry of Education made no at- ; 8 ig . . : — e 

tempts to centralize the work. The fp — . os Se i : 
German government's part in the pro- & : F a © . : 
duction of programs was an indirect ¥ a a ee : : . ee 
one, that of offering guidance and "gg ° : | Bs ¢ | 
advice rather than orders and fF Lo - 4 , ., 
directives. On the other hand, the | e.> 4. | Wem  -— : 
ministries of education in the in- ee | 7 | oo . E be 
dividual states actively participated ey ae 7 a. _ a ae 
in the production of educational radio fe oe ~~ 3 * et i. 

Programs, but control was by no oe . Sey Dae 

means absolute. The amountofschool = “|e 2. — > se : 
time earmarked for instruction by . iis , : i i i Tadio depended to a large extent on German school superintendenis in Bavaria examine two of the 35 radios 

the local school authorities’ attitude. donated to Nuremberg and Furth schools by the Education and Cultural 

With the ending of the Weimar Relations Division, OMGUS. Military Government has purchased 1,000 
sets for distribution to German schools throughout the US occupied areas, 

Republic in 1932, steps were taken to (Photo by Meisinger) 
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educational radio departments of educational radio programs. The In- Use Radio and Related Media Effect- 

stations in other countries. Morethan stitute for Educational Film in Munich _ ively." | 

100 scripts from the United States publishes a journal called “Films, each working group tried to find | 
‘have been distributed among the Slides, Radio” (‘Film, Bild, Funk") and Practical solutions to these problems 

German stations to be used for trans- the directors of educational: radio and at the end of the conference, 

lation, adaptation or study. Atlanta, stations have laid the groundwork for several concrete recommendations 

Detroit, Cleveland and Philadelphia a zone-wide radio education journal. were made: that teacher training 

have contributed scripts, and the US First copies are expected to come off _ institutions should establish obligatory 

_ Office of Education has sent manuals, the press early in 1949. courses for all teacher trainees in radio 

scripts, magazines and other useful Regular conferences of educators education and related media; that 
material to assist in program develop- and other professional people directly every radio station offering these 

ment. European countries, among concerned with school radio programs _ broadcasts should maintain a separate 
them Denmark, France and Switzer- have been a vital factor in the section with its own separate 

land, have also been contributing development of educational radio in staff, programming material, product- 
Programs, recordings and related the US-Occupied Area. Initially, these jon facilities and budget; that each 

materials. | gatherings were merely for staffs of radio education department should 
The major problem in educational the various radio stations. However, encourage the forming of student 

radio has been to find enough radios after the first meeting which was held committees which would help plan and 

for use in classrooms. Until currency inFebruary 1947, it was felt that these produce programs, and finally, that 

reform, the scarcity of raw materials conference should widen their scope. every German radio education depart- 

_ made it impossible for German firms As a result, the later conferences ment should cooperate closely with 

to keep up even with minimum foreign radio stations in exchanging 
requirements na roel pre te ae i. | Time Devoted by Stations educational program recordings. 

make more sets available to schools, ° | 
Military Government has assisted in OO se meen R ADIO Stuttgart broadcast the first 

the procurement of radios. For ex- : educational program of the US- 
ample, MG and Radio Munich co- Stuttgart . . . . . 22 Occupied Area on Dec. 12, 1945, 

operated in giving special assistance Frankfurt sos ot fs 29 Scripts for this station’s broadcasts 

to the Staudigl firm at Darmstadt so RIAS (Berlin) . . . S54 are specifically prepared to cover — 

that the production of receivers for Munich . . . . . 22 subject matter in the school curri- 
schools could be speeded up. Bremen. - . . . . 23 culum and they reach approximately 

In the spring of 1948, Military Gov- were aitended by German educators 60,000 school children in Wuerttem- 

ernment bought, 1,000 radios from the Y oe berg-Baden. 

Netherlands for German schools. government officials, MG education The next station to establish an 
Several German firms, especially officers, visiting education consultants, educational radio department was 

Staudigl, Lorenz and Blaupunkt, are as well as the educational radio staffs Radio Frankfurt, which put its first 

making radios with sufficient sound of the stations. broadcast on the air on Oct. 21, 1946. 

volume for ideal classroom reception. A WORKSHOP conference in this The station recognized from the be- 
With more raw materials available field of education, first of its ginning that close cooperation be- 

after the completion of the currency kind to be held in Germany, was tween the Hesse Ministry of Education, 

reform in the Bizonal Area, these held in Nuremberg last August. It was the Hesse teachers and the station 

firms have been able to turn out sets attended by ministry of education was necessary. 
in increased numbers. representatives of the four states and To achieve better contact with the 

Aro» problem has been the Berlin, principals and teachers from school audience, Radio Frankfurt, in 

lack of teacher training in the several schools, and staff members of collaboration with the Ministry of 

field of educational radio activities. the school education departments ° i Culture, sponsored the forming of an 
Most German teachers have had little the radio stations. Besides, two visit- advisory committee in July 1947, con- 

.; as ing experts on radio education from sisting of representatives of all the 
experience with audio aids and no lo ; j j . 

: . . . . . the United States, nine observers from schools in Hesse. This committee is a 
practical instruction on this subject Dae . 
. woe gag ge the British and French Zones were contact between the station, the 
in teacher training institutions. How- ; . 

. . present. Ministry of Culture and the listening 
ever, with the direct encouragement . . ; . 

wae . Problems in educational broad- audience. Among other tasks, it 

of Military Government, the radio -a<ting and in utilization of the radio dcasts 
stations and the ministries of educa- J collects suggestions for broa sol 
tion are cooperating to operate in- programs were studied in various from listeners and individual schoo 

. oo, subcommittees. Themes for discussion teachers. It also gives advice to the 

Service radio institutes. were “Teaching with RadioPrograms,” individual teachers on how best to use 
In addition, the participating radio ‘Evaluating theEffectiveness of Radio the broadcasts in their work. | 

stations have been publishing journals Program Use,” ‘'The Role of Related Lately the education staff of Radio 

or program schedules with helpful Media as a Supplement to Education frankfurt has felt that’ still closer 

suggestions as to the proper use of by Radio” and “Training Teachers to (Continued next page) 
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Educational Radio Publications of Five Stations in US Area - Creating Educational Programs at Munich 

contact with the schools was desirable. the air. This custom was introduced the radio education department in 

Therefore, in the past few months to give the school children an interest carrying out its tasks. The station has 

the station has established direct in the production and presentation of recognized the value of their services 

liaison with the schools themselves, the broadcast. by submitting to the teachers, for 
sending staff members on regular To cteate ‘still tore interest, RTAS recommendation, its future program. 

tours to schools to observe how the requested each school in 1947 to select The current program contains a 

broadcasts are handled. several pupils to become liaison series of rE on geography and 

rue RADIO station in the American Students. In January 1948 all liaison a : Va eee ss mi 
Sector of Berlin (RIAS) started Students were called to a meeting, CUrculum oO me ONET En Ben00 Be 

‘ " . RIAs Many teachers have written to the 
its educational radio broadcasts on rom which was developed the 5 ; ; 

; ; station expressing their approval and Sept. 7, 1947. RIAS approached its Schulfunk Parliament. The parliament lath ae Wa er be 
oft . ‘ ‘ ; appreciation of the idea. In order to 

Programs from a different angle. Each ie a invalaan Suggestions ‘to ween the Bavarian schools in their 
educational broadcast is introduced  S¢ript writers and to stations for im- icipati ; 
b RIAS ke led Jack wh proving school broadcasts in general participation of. the program,~ Radio 
Y a z spea er calle ac ne Munich decided to rent, for a period 

begins with..a little talle designed to Rw Munich was not able to of six months beginning October 1948, 

make the ee ee IAS establish a radio education 50 radio sets per month for use in 
TO! - : 

tae hha E neal as _ S bets department until July 1947. Between Bavarian schools. 
ed e a an —— January 1946 and the summer of 1947, Early in January 1948, the education 

ucation ofictals, it included topics of educational inter- department of Radio Munich prepared 
From the beginning attempts were est in its Radio Program for Youth a script for use in the Cleveland 

made to keep in close contact with (Jugendfunk). A group of about 20 station describing the present con- 
School children. Each individual broad- Bavarian teachers has been very ditions in German schools. In return, 
Cast is presented to a different school helpful in the development of the the schools in Cleveland made a 

class for preview before it is put on program of Radio Munich, assisting (Continued on page 18) 
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Personnel Changes Announced _ ise in Public Relief 
The increase in public assistance © 

Dr. John B. Canning has resigned — ] i , 8s : which has occurred since currency — 

as chief of the Food and Agriculture . . —.. _ . conversion is largely to be attributed — 
Group, Office of the Economics Ad-  & . a : _ L = 4 to such groups as the aged and sick — 

viser, OMGUS, terminating his second | : . = 4 — _ . - who lost their savings as a result of 

tour of duty with OMGUS because of | | : o | the currency reform or who formerly _ 
ill health. Dr. Canning originally  _ CS — received the help of relatives. ‘ 

retired in July 1947 after six years of | _ ae, itt Not only has a larger number of 
government service but returned to 2 y : _ individuals been forced to apply for 

his position as assistant chief of Food 7 y= ~_ general relief as a result of the cur 

and Agriculture in Berlin in March es  _rency reform, there has also been an 
1948. He. was promoted to branch ae increase in the number applying for — 

chief in August. a - institutional care, primarily be 

Until a successor is appointed, the x) C3 » cause of the loss of savings of old 

assistant chief, Mr. Philip Raup, will gles BS tae people, To ease that burden imposed — 

assume the duties of branch chief. | —- es P74) on institutions and to help offset the 

Mr, Raup served as chief land spe- : ~ s _ . oy oo financial stress due to shrinkage of 

cialist from 1945 until his appointment en me" — the institutions’ resources, state loans. 3 

as assistant chief in August. Brig. Gen. Vernon E. Prichard (above) have been made in most states, Pi 

ee on has been reassigned as of Feb. 1, In Wuerttemberg-Baden, the Ger 
1949, as chief of the Public Informa- man minister of finance granted an 

Mrs. Frances M. Werts has been tion Division, Washington. He was loan of DM 900,000 to the League of 

appointed chief of the Berlin Office, ae ee a ne Private Welfare Agencies for ditili— 
Office of the Civilian Personnel Bish MC On O bution te the league's members, Cae 
Branch, Office of Personnel Officer, " HAUS Ascky phetoutepty tas-Verband, Innere Mission and the 

OMGUS. She "was, Jgunerly, chief, administration, Headquarters EUCOM. Red Cross each received 25 percent; 
Recruitment and Placement Section, Miss Betty Stickney has been Arbeiterwohlfahrt 20 percent; and 

Civilian’ “Rersomnel, Branch. Before appointed acting chief, Administration smaller agencies the remaining fit re 

coming fo Europe inv July 1945;'Mrs. section, (Officewol, the "Ciylliangbeny ‘Percent. oy 
Werts was for two and one-half years sonnel Branch, OPO. Miss Stickney In Bremen, DM 407,000 have been 

chief of recruitment and placement of 1/4. with Office Chief of Counsel for supplied, partially through loans and 
civilian personnel at Headquarters, War Crimes in Nuremberg before partially in gifts, to the voluntai y 
Army Air Forces in Washington. coming to Berlin. welfare organizations by the state 

si fe i OE ABLE SI government. a i 

Mr, Frederick L. Sheets has been ie In predominantly Catholic Bavari ie j 
appointed chief of the Frankfurt New Political Party a loan of DM 2,000,000 has been made, $ 

Office, Office of the Civilian Per- A new political party calling itself Of Which approximately half was alga 
sonnel Branch, OPO. He was formerly the “Union der Mitte” was formally cated to the (Caritas-Verband and ne 
assistant chief, Recruitment and Place- Jaunched in Stuttgart, One of the chief ‘mainder divided among the one 
ment Section. Before service with sponsors is Dr. Josef Wirth, former Private agencies. —From Mili oi 

OMGUS, Mr. Sheets was personnel German chancellor and leader of the G0vernor's Monthly Report No. - ae | 
officer at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. — jeft wing of the Catholic Center Party med eae ; i ( 

evga a under the Weimar Republic. Central Banking System 
{ 2 Dr. Wirth's return to Germany to The Bank Deutscher Laender (Bank — 

Ma Paul Luveler has pean appointed address the meeting was his first trip of the German States) together a 
chief, Employe Utilization Section, t : 3 : , . a 

Tank} o this country since he went into the Allied Central Banks (Landes- 
Office of the Civilian Personnel lléin Switzerland. 11,1993. Another feat Baaben' titute th conan | 
Branch, OPO, following 27 months exile in wi Zi ra in. . An E zen ral anken) constitute the ne i 4 

service’ as ‘chief, Employa’ Relations leading figure in the new party is banking system of the three wes ef ; 

‘ , Dr. Karl Spieker, of the postwar Cen- zones of Germany. The Bank De b 
Section. Mr. Lutzeier was formerly % 2 7 iz f a 

i : ‘ ter Party in North Rhine-Westphalia scher Laender is subject to such d z 
director of public relations, Detroit Pa ; 7 aa 
Civil Service, Detroit, Mich. (British Zone). tions as may be issued by the Alli Z| 

{ Dr. Wirth hopes through the Union Bank Commission. It now bears We 
t ‘ 7 der Mitte to form a party on the main responsibility for the collection ~ i 

Mr. Peter Szluk has been appointed model of the British Labor Party, of reports and statistics on banki ‘ 

chief, Training Section, Office of the which will draw votes from the right developments in the western zont r 

Civilian Personnel Branch, OPO, Be- wing of the SPD and the left wing but must’ submit to the Allied Bank 
fore coming to Berlin he was employe of the CDU as well as the Center Commission such reports and inf a 
utilization officer for personnel and Party. mation as the commission may requt i 
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2 ~ aay +4 yegngh | ) Berlin Chooses Freedom 

by Dr. Harry L. Franklin 
Chief, Civilian Administration 

and Political Affairs Branch 
OMG Berlin Sector 

Ce least that of against that party's allegation of an Slightly over one-half the total 

the Soviet totalitarian type— ‘illegal and terroristic’’ election. valid votes cast in 1946 in the three 

received its most smashing defeat in Because the election campaign this west sectors went to the SPD, but 

postwar Germany on Sunday, Dec.5. time by the three democratic parties that party this time received almost 

In fact, the city election which took —the Social Democratic Party (SPD), 65 percent of the total. This large 

place that. day in western Berlin was Christian Democratic Union (CDU), gain, in part at the expense of the 

more in the nature of a plebiscite and Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) CDU but chiefly, it is assumed, from 

against communist totalitarianism  —was not conducted along party the SED, is probably due primarily 

end the Soviet-imposed blockade platform lines but against totalitar- > the very strong and uncom- 

than an election in the customary anism and_ its Soviet-sponsored promising stand taken by the SPD 

sense, bearer, the SED, no significant shifts in the ideological battle for Berlin, 

Because the outcome could be had been generally anticipated in particularly since the Soviet-imposed 
guessed in advance, the Soviet- their relative party strength as  pjoqade last June. 

sponsored Socialist Unity Party (SED) registered in the 1946 election. x 

refused to participate in the election The actual outcome, however, was The povietspansared groups—the 
and the Soviet Military Admini- otherwise, as may be seen from the SED, FDJ (Communist-led youth 
stration (SMA) made polling in its following tabulation based on pre- ganization), FDGB (trade union), 

sector impossible liminary returns in which the figures DFB (women's league) and so on, 
Of the 1,586,090 eligible voters jin parentheses indicate the 1946 considered the SPD hein most hated 

(603,101 male and 982,989 female) in election results (in the three west ¢nemy, and the Soviet-licensed press 
the three western sectors, ap- _ sectors): reserved its worst epithets for the 

proximately 1,331,270 went to the Voters registered Percent of Total SPD leaders Neumann, Reuter, Suhr 

polls, representing 86.3 percent par- SER oot, Bee ea leans, oS baa and Mattick, although LDP leader 
ticipation. This was a much higher LDP 214,145 (133,433) 16.1 (10.2) (Continued on next page) 

participation percentage than many crema . : 

of the German political leaders had ~ | be Ge — 
anticipated. Participation in the Oc- a eee — S 
tober 1946 election in the US, British 1 _ | —  . 
and French Sectors reached 91.4 per- i Ly Lo _ - o _ 
cent of the eligible voter total but i i yn Y ee _. _ 

that figure included the 13.7 percent ‘ eo ee _. ig 

registered by the SED which this time | ; / _. . ae : 

was not on the ballot by its own (or | ' ] oF . — 
Soviet) choice. 4 ' r  . »~ 

8 Oe * Ls 
I N OTHER WORDS, the 86.3 percent heey | _ zt po 

participation in the Dec. 5 election ] i be vO fe __ a . 
indicates a repudiation of the SED a a 4 i > | — 

and a rejection of totalitarian com- Pf . a | ie 
munism based on a_ police state. ; r : \% Deer 

Between 1921 and 1933, the highest 3 r r : 

city-wide participation in a Berlin a aN ... j . oo 

City Assembly election was 70.3 per- cg - ee ee wicetee : 
cent of the qualified voters, and in gail 2 [ta ek - 
1925 it was only 63.7 percent. eS Be 8 ee ae 

Spoiled ballots in this December's | "Rg ee i 

election numbered 36,156 or 2.7 per- Members of the Special Allied Inspection Committee (left to right) Lt. Col. 
cent of the total cast, compared with Hays (British member), Dr. Franklin (US member), author of this article; 
1.9 percent in 1946, despite the SED Capt. Vistor Siegelmeyer, (French member). Ironically, a portrait of Maj. 
exhortation to its adherents to cast Gen. A. G. Kotikow, commandant of the Soviet Sector, is on the wall 

spoiled ballots this time in protest above the group. (US Army photo) 
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Schwennicke also shared in the 

honors. SS 

As IN THE 1946 election, many r 
Berliners doubtless voted SPD D ag x 

not because of Marxian socialist Dy . | 

convictions or leanings, but because , os . 
they considered such action the most _ I | | 
effective protest against the Soviet- . . 
sponsored growps which have sup- ’ o> Ww 

ported the blockade, mob demon- E i si 

strations against the constitutionally- oe : ‘ fics 

elected city government, the establish- : : | 

ment of a puppet Magistrat in the gc: 

Soviet Sector devoid of any legal — : CE 
basis whatsoever, and other high- — :  _ .. oe ee 
handed acts against the vital interests cme OE “ res 
of the Berlin citizenry. oneapyaninet a 

foe. ie Pee The final pre-election rally was held jointly by the three participating 
anticipated by the three democratic parties in Titania Palast in the US Sector. Shown at the tally are the 

candidate of each party for mayor—chosen by the City Assembly, not 
parties by reason of the SED non- directly by the electorate—(left to right) Ernst Reuter (SPD), Carl Hubert 
participation this time (the SED Schwennicke (LDP), Dr. Ferdinand Friedensburg (CDU). (US Amy photo) 
accounted for 13.7 percent of the total 

valid votes in 1946), the CDU dropped . 7 - 
from 244 percent to 19.4 percent. LDP received a sizeable share of the 2 ee —- : 

It may be because the Berliners er dhe PY en ce eel — - 8 ae a : 
felt that the CDU was not consistently . pn re, oN eee i Pi a _ ot 

energetic enough in opposing the Stronger By, te Vance tat eRe i a a : 

Soviet-sponsored groups and their ton of a Masai hs on Eee tooo - a 

injurious activities, or at least not as sponeotes ectyities. in. Herin wast | vabhemn L : - _ 4 L 
datavtnined and: adamant “as the SPD cast their ballot for the LDP. There is § somite o 1 a i 

a « : fo 5, Riaggeememmmeememames © Po Jae Pee 

and also the LDP, Some observers feel considerable eleHon, in, fhe IDE fend a #8 . - | 
that a speech in the City Assembly also in the: SPD) for the gains made, _. i. ‘ 2 

a few weeks ago by the CDU chaiir- coupled with RRLECSDECHY gnalyels > |. | 

man, Dr. Schreiber, in which he failed bY the CDU leadershiipion aheirvote; = — 
to come out clearly for the Westmark decline. imo |... 

as sole legal tender in the western Immediately preceding the election LT se 
sectors cost the CDU a substantial there were widespred rumors—doubt- . _ . . _ 

number of votes and helped the LDP jess SED-inspired—that severe dis- = — cs — 

correspondingly. order would occur in many polling dg 
GMAT kics. nedaat’ee ns places in the westem sectors. Another : ok 

Cc f . a was to the effect that the Soviet Zone . 4 
effect that Dr. Ferdinand Frie- r : 5 Mrs. Louise Schroeder, who was acting 

densburg (CDU), acting Mayor of the Polite Surrounding Berlin were i 2 mayor for nearly two years, smiles as 

City during the recent long illness of erate of high Alarm, 4 whispering she leaves her polling place. 

Mis, ‘Louise Schroeder (SPD), by the . CAmpaign, again SED-nspired, was 
futile tenacity with which he held to /@unched saying the polling lists with patch under a big front-page headline, 
maintaining the Magistrat intact in voters’ names checked off, would “The Western Powers Will Leave 

the City Hall in the Soviet Sector in Come into Soviet hands upon the Berlin in January.” 

the face of all warning signals, also ao hore Allied NS a © ALL these veiled throu 

cost the CDU votes, although Dr. erlin and then the voters would be T he cccisont ‘ 

Friedensburg at times took anextreme- Subject to severe reprisals, cag ntnations ine 

ly strong attitude towards the SMA. _—In an attempt tomake the whispering — West Berliners responded by going to 

The phenomenal gains of the LDP campaign more plausible, the Soviet the polls im a most orderly but detet- 

percentagewise are due in large part Occupation organ Taegliche Rund- mined fashion and indicating Un° 

to the very strong stand taken on schau on the Saturday morning prece- mistakably their stand. There were no 

the Berlin “cold-war" front by its ding election day carried an ADN_ disorders at the polls and only a few 

leader Carl-Hubert Schwennicke. The (Soviet-licensed news agency) dis- minor incidents. (Continued on next page) 
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The election was conducted in a tion and with votes of the LDP (or IX ADDITION to a new City Assemb- 
fair and democratic manner in accord- .CDU)° sufficient for constitutional ly, borough assemblies (Bezirks- 
ance with the Election Regulations, amendments (a two-thirds majority of | verordnetenversammlungen) were also 
(Wahlordnung). This was the con- the entire 130). | | separately chosen in each of the 12 
clusion of the Special Allied Inspect : boroughs of West Berlin on Dec, 5. 
tion Committee based primarily on Two DAYS after the Dec, 5 elec- Here again, the election returns reflect 
the work of 12 Allied inspection tion, the present City Assembly the large gains made by both the 
teams (one in each West Berlin elected City Councilor Ernst Reuter as SPD and LDP and corresponding losses 

borough) by whom 477 polling places mayor (Oberbuergenmeister) because by the CDU. The SPD now has a 
were Visited on election day. he a slated to ee hence Aecemib. majority in 11 of the 12 boroughs, 

Soviet-licensed press reaction to ty We soem id Resides, the Magistrat instead of in only seven T esulting from 

the outcome of the Berlin election has 1. Jo, of its having been forced the 1946 election. Disregarding the 
. at eg y reason g SED (not on the ballot this time), the been vituperative, coupled with the out of the Soviet Sector City Hall LDP third in all th | 

use of falsifications as was to be €x-  .04. to shape its reorganization in 946. > ind in all the 12 boroughs 
pected. According to these sources, 1. new offices in West Berlin. (97 % OUt now Tanks ahead of the 
the election was rigged by the Amer- poi. who is one of Germany's CDU in Schoeneberg (US Sector) and 
ican and British, terroristic methods outatain ding municipal government ex- Wh mersdort (British Sector), 
were employed, and the result is Co } | y sectors, the highest participation 

“neo-fascism." Soviet-controlled radio | of qualified voters was in the Amer- 

comment was equally flattering. Some This summary and analysis ican (87.9 percent), followed by the 
of this reaction stems from the Soviet Was prepared by Dr. Franklin British (86.2 percent) and the French 
realization that election results stated whose office, the Civil Admini- (82.5 percent). By borough, the highest 
clearly West Berlin's reaction to stration and Political Branch, was Tempelhof (90.8 percent) in the 
Soviet strong-arm tactics. OMG Berlin Sector, had the . Cent and eat) im the Fromch 

, responsibility of observing and Or & percent) m me fFrenc 
NNEY EIGHT (City Assembly checking the conduct of the Sector. 

members were chosen in the election and its results for the Western world press reaction to the 
three western sectors election on US Military Government. Dr. Berlin election results was highly 

Dec, 5 (full membership of the City Franklin was the author of the laudatory for the courageous stand 
Assembly is 130 for all four sectors), article, “Berlin Votes;' a pre- taken by the electorate. Berlin demo- 
Because polling, in effect, was banned view published by the Infor- cratic [press comment stressed that 

by the SMA in the eight boroughs | nation Bulletin, Issue No.. 149, | Germans in the Soviet Sector and in 
comprising the Soviet Sector, the Nov. 30. | the Soviet Zone (where elections 
32 City Assembly members elected apparently have been indefinitely 
from that area in October 1946 : | . postponed) look to West Berlin after 

(16 SPD, 5 CDU and 11 SED) remained = perts, was chosen mayor of Berlin by the Dec. 5 election as a rampart of 
in office until a free, democratic elec- an overwhelming City Assembly vote political and social freedom and the 

tion in those boroughs is possible. in June 1947, but a Soviet veto outcome of that election as really 

Of the 98 newly-elected City precluded his taking office at that speaking for them, the disenfranchis- 

Assemblymen, the SPD accounts for time. ed. As to West Berlin proper, a 
63, the CDU 19 and the LDP 16. Moreover, the establishement of AN German newspaper editorial headed 

Including the 32 holdovers from the SMA puppet Magtstrat in the Soviet Berlin Chose Freedom" aptly charac- 
Soviet Sector elected in 1946, the Sector on Nov. 30 chosen “unanim- terizes the result. | +END 

party strength of the new City ously’ im the State Opera (Staats- ———___ 
Assembly which will take office in oper) building by a conglomerate | 
mid-January, with 1946 comparisons, group without any constitutional or 3 Plants Allocated 
is provisionally estimated as follows: parliamentary basis whatsoever, was The Inter-Allied Reparation Agency 

: 1948 1946 doubtless an additional reason for (IARA) has announced the sub-allo- 

SPD 79 63 Reuter’s designation as mayor by the Cation of three additional plants lo- 
EDP » . legally constituted City Assembly. cated in the US Zone. Geiseler in 

SED 11° 26 Incidentally, this flaunting of the pavaria and Kalle & Co. in Hesse 

130 130 Berlin constitution through formation have been sub-allocated to the 

This gives the SPD a clear majority ©! the Opera-Magistrat (also dubbed = Netherlands, and Hommel-Werke in 
in the new City Asembly sufficient “East Sector Soviet’ by many Ber- Wuerttemberg-Baden has been sub- 
for the enactment of ordinary legisla. liners) by the SMA-SED constellation allocated to India and the Nether- 

less than a week before election day ands, Of the 136 plants in the US 

* Hold-overs from 1946 (as SED refused to Contributed substantially to the very Zone which have been allocated to 

have pote an ene Dec. 5, 1948 election) who high turnout of the West Berlin elec- the IARA, 122 have not been sub- 
t appeared in sessions of the City . eps es. 

assembly since the datter was forced to move tors at the polls in order to register allocated to specific recipient na- 

Berlin on Sept. 6. _ y oss energetically their protest. tions. 
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Niremi nS 9 a I i waIrewy Dar» Wray é ren co ¢/ 1 LYUPCIIDEPrS UIris AULD oo 

The Work of US Dependents 
in Army’s Assistance to GYA 

Apt IS the future for German Fp rese WERE rhetorical questions German women face their future 

girls? Not many of us can expect to which no satisfactory simple with greater hope and more self con- 

to marry because German men are less reply could have been given. The fidence, The establishment of youth 

numerous than the women, and when American to whom the queries were centers is to give these young people 

we do meet aman he is so poor that addressed believed that the only way a place where they may come to- 

life with him would promise only [0 help these disillusioned young gether for diversion and meet friendly 

; poverty and struggle for years and people was to aid them find their people who are interested in helping 

years,” declared a young German girl WN answers. them achieve a goal of progress and 

in Nuremberg a year ago during a Discussion clubs for youthful Ger- Peace. 

conversation with an American de- ™ans had already proved a very The Nuremberg Girls’ Club deve- 
pendent, satisfactory medium for social adjust- loped slowly, by the trial and error 

t iffi i t inni "AR? Hote conditions for‘ius. are ° 2° to the difficulties of the pos war iaethod. In the beginning, the nuda 

» . world, but while there were 29 regi- of interested Americans sent invi- 
often unpleasant,” she continued. tered h 1 ON b 2 ; ang 
"For example, four in my family eat stered youth groups in Nuremberg tations to professional girls’ schools, 
as bal cook in, Eden My at that time, there was not one girls the public schools and organized 

fi Sie is ‘a semi-invalid, “Th ty club among them. American women groups for interested girls to hear a 
Wie ct in ta ee f ‘$ nO in the community, with the assistance jecture and discuss the “Future of 

Place to go in the evenings for re- of GYA personnel, decided to inau- the Gernian Giel.” i 
creation. gurate a girls’ program which they hi . " 

“Can you tell me what I should hoped would have far _ reaching a S meeting TOOT Se pay ce 
: ay i with 200 curious, somewhat distrust- 

do? I can't go to school and finish _ benefits. - : 
saeael th nodl se . “ ful young women who listened politely 

my education as the schools are over- The, way in. which this Program 4, pr, Edman of ‘the Education and 
crowded, and we need the money grew is interesting primarily becduse Religous Affairs Branch of OMG 
from my employment. What should _ it is typical of the way similar projects Bavaria as she explained her views 
I do? have developed throughout the Ameri- on the subject. At first the girls 

Another girl came to a young can occupied area of Germany. were shy, but in the discussion that 

American wife and asked: ‘Why do all MERICANS who assist in the followed it became evident that they 

foreigners hate us? American women A organization of such clubs and Were interested in setting up a girls’ 
despise us German girls, don't they?” programs are trying to help young Program in Nuremberg. 

Cee. WANTED sewing classes, a 
(left) To witness the work being dome in the Girl's Club, the mothers singing group, library, sports, | 
are entertained at tea by the dependent-sponsors. Pouring is Mrs. August English classes and dramatics. The 
Regnier, wife of a colonel at the Nuremberg Military Post. (right) The subjects they chose for discussion 
governing council prepares the club's constitution with the assistance featured such topics as "Famous Wo- 
of us Sponsors. In the foreground are (left) 1st Lt. Crowley, in charge men,” “Careers for Women,” “Girls 
of girl's activities of the GYA and Mrs, Selsor. Next to Mrs. Selsor is 
Mrs. Gyorgy. (Army Signa) Corps photos) 

es _ _..:si—isrs—O—t a rrrrt———T——r—C—C—O"N 
= 4 S 0 ce e es - a 

eS. S Se ce Be PS é bik 3 8, Lee 

es ee aS 8



—..—lUhlUmU “ _ oo} pe a — 4 4a > 
in the US,” “American Fashions and ee a e i. Ee a A o 
Customs,” while “Reasons for a Free § : mn ie oS 4 _ sont ae / i. Se 
Presa Constitutional Poygrument - Va Ce | ? ss Po S oe * ~~ | ahs 
and similar suggested topics received cai i Ge oe |. . 2 
a cool response. ie a : i , oo pele a! Se 

As some of the girls were employed, a a a Ru re # : U af CO a 4 
or in school, two programs were a ee i _ oe . co oO E 
planned to fit the needs of the group. oll Hie * e _ : . - _ Lo os _ Loe ce 

An afternoon group, known as the iaaiaendalaal ee ml 
“Nuremberg Girls’ Club” built a | ee f ~~ — — |. 
program largely around general dis- [3% oo ie ats. C—O FE 
cussions. es oo ‘ en 4 ee _ i | Eo av 

At first one of the members ex- [| 7 “|| game — .. Ls a. | Ff a a .— 
plained, “The girls were afraid to > - 8 <r .. _ 
speak their minds at the discussions. [ge] ; a oo =. _ [ Pe ~—rs—mh 
The idea was totally new to us. We Bae <a ws  =—r—Cc/ a 
thought we might be punished for 7  _ << ee i F ~~ = 
what we said. Now we are all over supa ST STG . sen R Pe 

that and we aren't shy any more, We 

footer noe Just Joc. by Amerie ig Co = 

working with them.” _— f{*, ¢2 4 
The discussions led naturally into — ——rrt—™ >. og 

plans for the operation of the club. §  ~—=— Ce | : ; | 

It was decided that a governing c— > ~~ _ |. _* i. . 
committee should be elected to run | Ai,  . re i a 
the club temporarily until a consti- _ oS y _ oe ~~ | 
tution was formed and permanent | . i : . | 3 Ls : _ 
officers elected. Each activity group, 4 PS cs — @ | | : _ 
such as craft shop, sewing class and : \ at : oo P al 
English study, would elect one mem- : /’ 8 — : is oo 
ber of the governing committee for - ee % . : se _ vee : 
every 10 girls in its special division. jae > te 3 i _ |. . 

be elected by the membership at | a . i se : - 1arge “ \ oe ra? i 

Bbc: eben that es iy A eee ballot election for representatives ; oe : ff _ _ 
to the governing committee was un- § ys =  . - _ i. _ successful. The girls had never heard | oe a a 8 —,. 
of a secret ballot and the attempt to fy 7. = : || Cet 
work out nominations was too new - i _  . . - oS ae _ : 
to be fully grasped at once. There- | = | Jigme —COrrti‘OaO™ONr—SS—<—<—<—Ss—sSF 
fore, a simple election was held. Each oe : — . 5 oe ee : ae iii. : 

(Continued next page) i 
(ip atte Ueabsntiern' ied Wins ede: — — Sg, ————rts—<AN eee 

berg Youth Center library. A book E 
party netted 2,500 German books. . 4 5 
(center) Nuremberg Maedels Club re- "3a | se ee : — oo a = Se 
hearses a Christmas play under the oe ee — : . 
guidance, in their free time, of US = 8a 8 : ok, oo 
personnel from the Office of Chief of | am ec ee aC rt—=ERRERDC.U ccc : 
Counsel for War Crimes. In the fore- es, . i CC 
ground is Mr. Fosberry and at upper e ae - é Pe 

members start for the summer camp oe a P  . 2 s oe — 
at Hohenstein Castle under supervis- ; = oe ee . * : S 

_ ion of US dependents. Atextreme left jy | ae | - j ce _ | 2 _ are Mrs, Erward Duffin and Mrs. _ -.* . i 
Lormanyos, and at extreme right Mrs. ‘se - a 2 = L  - | 

Selsor, (Army Signal Corps photos) | Bia . ~~ - Oa ". 

Ree se



member write down her choice for and discussions. Parliamentary pro-  (Comtinued from page 11) | 
_Tepresentative on a slip of paper. The cedure was thus learned as itis used Education by Radio 
girls who received the most votes was in real life situations. This group of | . 
elected to the governing committee. girls followed the same procedure as Tecord about American school life to 

The temporary president of the club did the afternoon group in organizing be broadcast over Radio Munich. 
was elected in the same way. . a governing committee, writing its Shortly after the establishment of 

American women volunteers who Constitution and electing its officers. Radio Bremen in December 1945 plans 

were instructors for group activities for the creation of an education 

served as councilors to the gover- C THE SUMMER of 1947, the department were considered Pre- 
ning committee, which met once a members of the club, with liminary work was begun early in | 

week. The councilors voiced their American and Allied volunteers 1947 with the idea of starting the 

opinions but had no voting power assisting, set up a camp in the actual broadcasts as soon as the 

unless invited to vote by the council. ancient Hohenstein Castle. The camp, schools had been supplied with radio 

. ; which operated for a month, gave receivers. A survey made on Septem- 
It was realized that in order to . . 

operate the club efficiently the girls each girl an opportunity to spend ber 20, 1947, showed that of 129 schools 

+ . one week at camp. The difficulties in operation in the state of Bremen 
would need to know some _ basic encountered d to lack of ; " 40 had 

procedures. A simple lesson course | ° anrere ue ro Jae or ex at the time percent had radio 

was introduced covering such matters each al ane et a vata ane receiving sets. 

as constitutions, elections and nomi- tor th n “ a valuable ies In December 1947 actual work on 

nations, duties of officers and par- or the next camping season. the production of programs began. 
- liamentary procedure. Interest proved This. year, plans were started in the In order to receive closer cooperation 

to be highest when instruction ‘Pring for the summer camping sea- from Bremen schools, a committee of 

pertained directly to the running of 0m, but currency reform in June  jeachers is being formed in the Edu- 

the club and not to abstract ideas. Wiped out the funds which had been cation Service Center in Bremen. 

In the election which took place collected. However, 30 of the girls pjans for an advisory body have been 
on Dec. 17, 1947, a nominating com- stuck doggedly to their purpose, and formulated to criticize the proposed 

mittee was selected and three nomi- the morning of Aug. 1 found them on broadcasts. 
nations were proposed. An oppor- their way to a youth hostel high in 

tunity was given to the membership the Bavarian Alps. American depen- F NCOuRAGING aspects of the 

at large to nominate from the floor dents gave enough additional food to development of educational radio 

and one other candidate was added. supplement the German rations sO  jinGermany have been the enthusiasm 

that the daily calories were adequate... and readiness with which the German 
O* ELECTION night the nominees Three American dependents ac- educators have accepted radio as a 

were invited to sit at a table in companied the group and shared the medium of instruction. With few ex- 

front of a general meeting. The can- pleasures and rigors of camp life. In ceptions the German teachers have 

didates were asked such questions addition to being the high point of been glad for the opportunity of using 

as, “What do you believe are the the year’s program, the summer camp radio broadcasts. Even more important 

purposes of the club? Do you believe served the purpose of teaching group has been the desire of the teachers 

we should be interested in the wel- living and increasing the spirit of j5 participate in the planning, pre- 

fare of the community? Should comradeship and understanding. paration, production and utilization of | 

education be one of the purposes of During the club's 18 months of broadcasts. Radio stations have co- 
ee eee ee anor ont existence, American sponsors believe operated with professional educators 

a porary P members have begun to develop 4 hy appointing either teachers or per- 
declined to be a nominee for this measure of self-confidence and ability sons interested in education as 

election on the grounds that another to express themselves. They are com- directors of their radio education 
person should have the benefit of the ing to realize that they have a 4 ' ' 

experience of being president. responsibility in the social structure “Pparmmens | 

Representatives from each indivi- of a peaceful and democratic Germany. The recent Nuremberg conference 
dual activity group were elected to + END greatly boosted interest in radio 

help write the constitution for the education in the US-Occupied Area. 

club, The pamphlet ‘Democratic Material for this article was An increasing number of German 
Group Leadership of German Youth furnished by Mrs, Mark Selsor, educators are developing a favorable 

Groups” prepared by the GYA Section wife of Major Selsor, Head- attitude towards the use of radio as 

of EUCOM Headquarters, served as a quarters, Nuremberg Military a media of instruction. Military Gov- 

guide in drawing up the constitution. Post. Mrs. Selsor has been active ernment radio education experts feel 
The evening group of girls, “Nurem- in organizing the Nuremberg that although the German radio edu- 

berg Maedels,” sponsored almost Girls’ Club and in offering the cators need guidance and assistance, 

entirely by members from the office members continued guidance and they are headed in the direction of 

of Chief of Council for War Crimes, encouragement. | democratic reorientation for Germany: 

became keenly interested in debating +END 
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(Continued from page 4) es i rg s s : 

Berlin Blockade _... . ee 
blockade or the threat to the Western > _. , . : [ a 
World which it represents. If it did, = = a — i - _ 
it would give a false picture. The : e 7 -_ _ a a 

blockade imposed by the Russians ook - | - : a o eo 

created difficulties for the Western | ge a — . | 
Powers and great hardships for the 7 |. - ‘7%  ri—SSS : 
population of western Berlin, all of @ eS - > —  _- i - i oe 
which have so far been overcome : pas . fl as 
only by effort, endurance and the . 8 “ te o ee | 
sacrifice of human life. The blockade ££ 2 me oe . a ~ 
remains what it has been from the ¥ a — - oo 

beginning, an attempt to force the - = a — _ 
Western Powers out of Berlin. If it [7 2 a - ho | a 
has so far not succeeded, it is due 7 79% ae a 
primarily to the development of the Eq ov — : 4 _ 
airlift, which supplies western Berlin | * | a sii _ a 
not only with food but also with ee es o I 8 
medicines, fuel and other essential =f ee . 

supplies. « 4 5. ee 
The first deliveries of food to =m. |  & i 

western Berlin by airlift were made 9 a a Ped 
© | oC fe on June 28, four days after the | _ a —  ; i 

blockade was imposed, the entire | My a‘ | 
shipment consisting of 140 tons of . _ | a  - _s : | 

flour. Since then, deliveries of many ,.. — 4 i _-. oe was pee : 

times this amount have been made in [7 : * i i tl | -. . 
a single day. While deliveries on [f 7 - a _ _ -— :. . a 

nae ae cS 2 Pee as - 
the food stock position has always Fa | | - | 
remained good. Stocks of food have | | See _ . oo 

paces —. — Waar 
driving the Western Powers from Pe en _ 

Berlin, the Russians began a series School children receive their special daily meal despite Soviet blockade 
of moves within the city itself for the which sought to drive out the Western Powers. (Photo from OMGBS) 

purpose of making the feeding of . , 
the population harder and the task Office, for not so much as a pencil the blockade—is turned over to the 

of the Western Powers more difficult, | Would the Russians permit to be re- Central Food Office for distribution 

The city organization, known as the moved from the old headquarters. to the population throught private 

Central Food Office of the Magistrat But with good planning, hard work retail outlets, in accordance with 

of Berlin, which receives, handles and and an element of luck, it was ration scales, uses and procedures 

distributes the food to the population managed. The Central Food Office, established by the Military Govern- 

became an early object for the newly reorganized, began functioning ments, 

splitting tactics of the Russians, in its new quarters in the British Sec- 7, HE FEEDING of the 2,100,000 
Thus, the Military Government food tor on Aug. 12, after an interruption people of the Western Sectors was 

and agriculture offices of the Western _ in its activities of not morethanthree _a task of considerable magnitude even 

Sectors were one day faced with the days. before the blockade started, for the 

fact that the organization of the Cen- The Central Food Office of the Ma- Western Sectors were fed since the 
tral Food Office was no longer in exi- gistrat of Berlin is, and always has beginning of the occupation, not from 

stence, This necessitated the imme- been, more than a food department their normal sources of supply, but 

diate creation of a new Central Food of a municipal government, of the from distant and artificial sources. 

Office which would serve the popu- type known to Americans. It is also With the imposition of the blockade, 
lation of the Western Sectors. It was the food monopoly for the area under this task of feeding the Western Sec- 

up to the MG food and agriculture its jurisdiction, All the food which is tors has become even more difficult, 

offices of the Western Sectors to help brought to Berlin by the Western aside from the obvious problems 

organize, house and equip the new Powers—and this was also true before (Continued on next page) 
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which were bound to arise in trans- lin. Thus, dehydrated potatoes and de- the United States, the United King- 

‘porting food to Berlin by air. hydrated vegetables are substituted dom and the Bizonal Area. Sugar 

_ All the food needed by the Western for the fresh commodities, and dried comes from the United States, Cuba 

Sectors of Berlin must be planned for eggs are substituted for one-third of and the Bizonal Area. Coffee has so 

and supplied by the Western Oc- the meat ration, at a ratio of one far been supplied from old US Amy 

cupation Powers in Berlin. This . gram of dried eggs for three grams _ stocks, while ersatz coffee has been 

includes not only food which the of meat. supplied from the Bizonal Area. 

population receives. directly, but Limitations on cooking facilities in — In addition to supplies from outside 

_ also food for other uses. It in- western Berlin, arising because of of Berlin, some foods, particularly 

cludes feed needed for livestock the power and cooking-gas shortage, fresh vegetables and fresh fruits, are 

and seeds for agricultural production. has Jed to the introduction of foods Supplied from local production. Local 

Food must also be supplied for the requiring little or no cooking. Pre- farms and gardens have always been 

manufacture of medicines, for the ani- cooked beans and quick-cooking oats 42 important source of fresh vege- 

mals in the zoo, and fordogs working are imported in substantial quantities tables for the population. With the 

with the police and guiding the blind. anq substituted for other products imposition of the blockade, this has 

Flour must be supplied for the manu- on the cereal ration. Meat has been become the only source. 
facture of dry batteries, so essential shipped to Berlin largely in the form HE SUPPLYING of food to an 

in a city which has only a few hours of canned meat, which has been T , 

of electricity a day. It must also be distributed at a ratio of 75: 100, thus urban area is only one side of 
. Sani a the picture. The other side is distrib- 

supplied for the poisoning of rats, not only saving valuable airlift space, he food to th lation j 
for this too is essential to the main- put reducing also the need for cook- uting the food to the population in 
tenance of the health of the popula- ing, a fair and equitable manner, for 

Hon. ' To offset the lack of sufficient vita- nothing we create discontent nee | 

The dependence of the population mins in dehydrated potatoes and de- the population en i man - en h 
of Western Berlin on the official ration. arated vegetables, vitamin C tab- system of food ane WwW 7 

is almost complete. Under the best lets have been flown to Berlin and favors ee, see What. . weeded f “ 
of circumstances, before the blockade, «.- 4g to thie population at a daily nga ot _ dict x on - fond 

the population was able to supple- ration of 25 milligrams per person. of at for t . a " oa O ctee ment the official ration with only is an established rationing system, 

limited amounts of food, which it ob-— CONSIDERABLE proportion of efficiently operated and justly ad- 
tained from the surrounding Russian- A food supplied to the US and Brit- ministered. 
controlled area. Estimates of the ish Sectors originates in the United The rationing system in Berlin differs 

amount of extra food thus procured § States, as it did even before the from that in use in the Bizonal Area. 

differ, but probably did not exceed an blockade. (The food being supplied The Berlin system is a reminder of 

average of 200 calories per person to the French Sector is repaid by the the fact that the Russians were the 
per day. French zonal authorities to the Bi- ones to occupy Berlin first. The plan 

zonal Area.) All of the flour for the which they put into effect then is, 

Ww THE imposition of the baking of bread, which is by far the with some modifications, still in use 

blockade, the difficulties, which iy o¢t important item on the ration, today. It divides the population into 

had therefore been growing all the ang the flour issued for distribution four categories of consumers. Cate- 
time, became almost insurmountable. to the population as a substitute for gory I covers heavy workers and im- 

The average Berliner no longer dares cereals and potatoes, comes from the portant personalities in the political, 

to go into the Soviet Zone to get United States, either as milled flour cultural and religious life of the city. 

extra food, for fear that he might be or in the form of grain. Category II consists of other manual 

picked up by the police and may The same is true of all the cereals, Workers and important white collar 
never come back. Purchases from _ — Categorv III covers the or- 
black-market merchants in t Beans originate in Portugese Africa, Q'OUPS: “ategory 

“nt ants in the city Sg .; dinary white collar workers and the 
itself have also become more diffi, 2¢ are precooked in the Bizonal lati Cat IV 
cult. | Area before being shipped to Berlin, "08Working population, Category 
ult, as sources of cash money have P covers children up to the age of 15, 

dried up since the monetary reform. otatoes, in the form of dehydrated oo + ens +. | ub- and is itself divided into three s 
Ordinarily, about 2,000 tons of food potatoes and other potato p roducts, groups 

used to be required daily to supply come from a variety ot SOnTCeS, 1D 
the population of the Western Sec- cluding the United States, the United A’ THE time the blockade was im- 

tors of Berlin. Now, 1,313 tons are Kingdom, Denmark, Holland and the posed, the population of the 

_ Mmeeded daily, of which 1,044 tons are Bizonal Area, ‘Canned meat comes Western Sectors received food rations 

for the US and British Sectors, and from the United States, Mexico, Can- which, on the average, gave each 

269 tons are for the French Sector, 44 and the Bizonal Area; and dried person 1,779 calories daily. With the 

The reduction in tonnage has been °99S from the United States. imposition of the blockade, howevel 
achieved, in spite of an increase in Dried whole milk and dried skim- the Western Powers were immediately 

the ration, by introducing new foods med milk are shipped fromthe United faced with the question of raising the 

and dehydrated foods in Western Ber- States and Denmark; and fat, from | (Continued on next page) 
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food rations. The need for such action — the population by reducing the ration. School Enrollment Up 

arose out of two conditions, This means that great vigilance las to Becaiide OFPny postwae Anis “OE 

First). the . Allied’. Kommandatura ve exercised in safeguarding the sup- Telineesio there are @ abet & 410.000 

Food Committee, in its last act before Pus Of fo08 wich ate town ie Berita, children enrolled in elementary schools 

the suspension of the Kommandatura, foneeny, dissipation of these Suppuce in North Wuerttemberg as compared 
had agreed to increase the ration for would require a replacement with new with 194,000 in 1938, This represents 
the population by varying amounts for SHPEUGS ; an increase of 60 percent. The pupil- 
the different categories, but averaging As a final word in this account of teacher ratio in this area has in- 
133 calories per person per day. feeding the population of western creased from 31:1 in 1938 to 63:1 

While the order for this increase was Betlin under the blockade, it should today. : nae 
actually dispatched to the city’s mayor _ Pe Stated that food continues to be the uaa data, however, indicate 

on June 25, and was to become effec- Pervading thought in the minds of ey alter meet year Clemeniary, scot : : ¥ the people, as it was before the enrollment will progressively decline 
tive on July 1, its operation had to : ‘ ; because the enrollment of refugee be suspended in the Western Sectors, blockade: The increased ration which pupils: hag teathed ‘its peaks auaets 
The population had, of course, in the Was granted in November is still not aba SiteRaane il dual. 

sigeenes 7 , e will gradually return 
meantime been led to expect the in- @?0Ugh to maintain the population in 1) tm the upper grades of ele- 
crease, and was disappointed. a condition of oe itis ak mentary schools and in the vocational 

Second, as already pointed out, Nevertheless, ax long as the blockade 284 Secondary schools, however there 
western Berliners were by and large continues, further increases in the Beers Scronse fot hele 
deprived of supplemental sources of ration are likely to be made only with pears fe 

food after the imposition of the great difficulty, for food must compete Premiere of Gal Symphony 
blockade. There were, therefore, strong with other supplies for an allocation Musical activities in Wiesbaden 
demands for additional food from offi- of the available air lift space. Even during October were highlighted by 
cial sources. Not until Nov. 1 was the people recognize that food alone, the world premiere of Hans Gal's 
it possible, however, to grant an in- vital as it is, is not the only factor Second Symphony by the Wiesbaden 
crease, and, much to the surprise of in withstanding the blockade. +END Municipal Orchestra. 
the population, to an extent even 

greater than what had originally been L : 
planned. The population now receives e 

an average of 1,998 calories daily, : i : 
an increase of 219 calories over the 

pre-blockade ration. A large portion : 

of the increase was in the form of fat ee 

and sugar. a 

The specific rations furnished give : - sn 
2,609 calories to consumers in cate- : s 
gory I, which is the highest ration, €& ee me i ; 
and 1,633 calories: daily to cuilor =e - , < . es 6 i | > g 
rom 6 to 9, which is the lowest ration. ; ee - Lo) c rs a CP 
Category III, which includes the larg- : - . yo . . : ee S ds S 

est number of people, and corre- % oe _ _. 4 i es by 

sponds to the normal consumer group 4 | VJ ee : ] € , P 
in the Bizonal Area, receives 1,883 cal- | a Os tt / | { 
ories per day. Supplementary rations 4 __ a : . , 3 tl : 
are issued to sick people, and to ex- 4 € ye Se = 
pectant and nursing mothers. Chil- . : - i - - = ‘ 

versity level, receive an extra meal | se > i Ms e.. ry 4 
n school days of about 300 calories. ae r a _ in = -é 

T= RATION in Western Berlin is : y F = | _ a. | = 2g 
a guaranteed ration. Whatever 8 rT Oe EEE—eB 

ie a i here en Two US Congressmen and a general inspect the 7777th Honor Guard 

: and 427th Army Band in front of EUCOM Command headquarters, 
and will continue to receive. Losses Heidelberg. Left to right are Lt. Gen. Clarence R. Huebner, Deputy Com- 
of food, which may occur in handling mander-in-Chief and Chief of Staff, EUCOM; Rep. Walter Nordblad 
or distribution, are not passed on to (R-Ore.), and Rep. Leon H. Gavin (R-Pa.) US Army photograph 
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BIZONE BUDGET AT DM 408,000,000 J b) 

Total Revenues and Expenditures for Administration of Combined 

| Area for 1948-49 Less than Any of Eight States Except Bremen 

Ts PASSAGE of the 1948-49 budget for Deutsche mark occupation costs US Army surplus goods for which 

of the German Bizonal Economic _ resulting from the expansion of the payment in dollars is deferred in- 

Administration (Economic Council Bipartite Control Office, more accurate definitely.) | 

Ordinance No. 57, Budget Ordinance) estimates of the Deutsche mark costs Arrangements were made to finance 

six months after the beginning of the of that office, and new committments the storage of the potato crop with 

fiscal year was due in part to the by the Joint Export-Import Agency loans from the postal banking system. 

great delay in the passage of the (JEIA) and the US-UK Coal Control The ‘budget ordinance authorized the 

oroved until May oh 18 lo tre i9 A 748 Group. director ol the Department for Finance 

budget furnished the basis for the However most of the additional to obtain oo ve dits uP to 

personnel establishment and interim DM 31,000,000 represented a shilt- DM 300,000,000 in seer fon of 

budget until the new budget had been ing “ expenditures mom the British a m seein ev ccgaty te oni 

. zonal budget and the state budgets 

seein dd uae cconene for to that of the Bizonal Administration DM 45,000,000 of this credit to be 

gen Prey and thus was not a net addition to lent to the Berlin Magistrat. 
total revenues and expenditures of _ 

DM 408,000,000 of which DM 43,000,000 °CCUPation costs. Provision for new = The bizonal budget also made no 

were held as a reserve and in blocked administrations such as the German provision for the following expen- 
accounts. Bizonal Executive Committee and the  ditures recommended by the Bipartite 

Office of its Chairman, the Office of | Control Office: funds for the Bizonal 
The 1948-49 budget of the Bizonal Leaislati C ‘1 the C Bi- . a , 

Administration was smaller than an guste we ounce, me seman 2 Meteorological Office; capital for the 
Y zonal High Court, the Institute of Reconstruction Loan Corporation; 

of the eight state budgets except that Hydrography, and the General Ac- financing the support of Berlin; and 
of Bremen and only about three counting Office also accounted for the an ci , the US sonal aqgenc Shi S 
percent of the total state budgets for higher bizonal budget for the fiscal en, io and Water Bo tiee thes 

the same period. This proportion was year 1949-49 nspection 
considered reasonable under the pre- Sept. 30. 
vailing conditions. More than half the revenues for the The Bipartite Board placed new 

The proposed increase of about pzona budget were to be provided responsibilities upon the  bizonal 

DM 100,000,000 over expenditure dur- Y contributions from the German  pudget by requiring that it be charged 
ing the fiscal year 1947-48 was not railroad and postal systems. In the with expenditures for the support of 

due to increased expenditure by the absence of an exact legal formula Berlin except the cost of food, fuel, 

existing departments of the Bizonal rovering the contributions of the medical supplies, newsprint, seeds and 

Administration. railroads and the postal systems, the fertilizer, which would be financed by 

amounts of DM 174,000,000 and interest free credits from the deferred 

FTE LARGEST single item con: weed pon respectively, were  innorts account of the US and British 
ributing to e increase o ys 

DM 100,000,000 over the 1947-48 bud- Moreover, the budget for the Ger- he eee dit f the 
get was DM-61,000,000 provided by man Bizonal Department for Food, , he principa’ expen le, eB li 
the states as a subsidy to marginal Agriculture, and Forestry included bizonal budget for the suppry ores 4 
coal mines for the period April 1 to expenditures for the storage of both would be for industrial supplies ie 

July 1, 1948. Despite a rise in price of imported and domestic food of unemployment relief. The Bizonal Ad- 
DM 7.50 per ton of coal effective DM 27,000,000 from revenues to be ministration was instructed to appro- 

Aug. 1, some mines still had dif- obtained from the proceeds of the priate DM 90,000,000 per month. for 
ficulties, and the Bipartite Control sale of other imported food (Category three months for this purpose. 
Office recommended that marginal ‘A’ imports). The Allied Bank Com- Therefore, the Bizonal Administrat- 

mines be subsidized as a temporary mission disapproved this proposal, ion was faced with the problem of 
measure. which would utilize funds that would raising DM 150,000,000 in addition to 

Almost a third of the increase in otherwise be transferred to the pro- the sums for food storage, coal sub- 

the 1948-49 budget is accounted for by ceeds from the deferred imports  Sidies and other purposes. Supplement- 

larger appropriations—DM 46,000,000 account of the US and British Military ary budget estimates would be nec 

in 1948-49 as compared with Governments, and therefore other essary as the extent of the additional 
RM 15,000,000 in 1947-48 (before mon- sources of revenue must be found. expenditures became known,—From 

etary reform on June 20, receipts and (Proceeds in Deutsche mark of Cat- Bipartite Section of the Military 

expenditures were in Reichsmark)—  egory “A’' and ERP imports and of | Governor's Monthly Report No. 39. | 
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Regulations, Directives, Publications ime g s, Directives, Publications, Documents 
Report No. 9 on Status of Pending German | Die Neue Zeit Vo os | ung, Vol. 4, No. .95, —_ 

Bizonal Legislation, BICO/P (48) 278, BICO, OMGUS, 30 Nov. 1948. ° . ° > ISP Sec Ru a Sienad car s Training Films 
ov. 1948. | List of Army Extension Subcourses Available Lists ‘“‘Our Food i sixth In Antiaircrait P ood & Our Health Sixth In- 

Symbol ECGPA O08 AG es Gp ronal as of 30 September 1948, AG 352 GOT-AGO,  fantry Division,‘ ‘‘Front Line Chaplain," 
-OT-109, . -AGO, Hq EUCOM, 1 Dec. 1948. “Assembly Training, Ai its’, ‘Team. 

Hq EUCOM, 17 Nov. 1948. 1949 EUCOM Company Level. Basketball work," Atomic eorey and ate ‘A iam 
American Frontiers — Puerto Rico, Troop Championships, AG 383.4 SSP-AGO, H Yer’ my 

I&E Bulletin, Vol 3, No. 47, TI&E Division, EUCOM, 1 Dec. i948. i Hig Aachen to the Ruhr River. 
Hq EUCOM, 21 Nov. 1948. | | “EUCOM Publication, Depot Bulletin No. 48, Traffic Prior to aed Devlug Hate Oct Since 
onycekly Newspaper Analysis, No. 148, ISD EUCOM Publications’ Depot, 1 Dec, 1948, are closed ene ne Hours OutStations 

' ov. . Covers Nov. 22 to 27. | guei® Press Digest, No. 26, PIO JEIA, 26 Nov. Heute, No. 73, ISD OMGB, 1 Dec, 1948 and Speci T sucreased Domestic Postage Rates j ' ' : ‘ cial Service Fees ective 1 Jan. 1949. 
Weekly Directive No. 47, Hq EUCOM, 26 Nov. onens % Seman Vol. 4, No. 57, ISD Sec XVI — Basic Education (Literacy Train- 

1948. Lists following: ec. 1948. ing) at Frankfurt and Munich Education 
Sec I — Signal Corps Training Films. Lists _ Legislation for Monetary Reform, AG 003 Centers. 

oon P 8 FA), OM 
China-Burma-India Military Pipeline System"’, (FA), GUS, 2 Dec. 1948. Sec XVII — Security Violations. 

“International Problems of 1947'' and ‘‘Road a. Regulation No. 10 under MG Law No. 61, Sec XVIII — Recruit Training. 
to Democracy". | effective date Nov. 15. Sec XIX — Investigation and Processing of 

Sec II — WD AGO Form No. 5, Daily Sick b. Regulation No. 9 under MG Law No. 63, Personnel Claims 

Report. effective date Nov. 20. Sec XX — Courses of Instructi t Eur 
Sec IV — Manning of Signal Communication c. Regulation No. 10 under MG Law No. 63, pean Command Engineer School. ome eure 

Agencies during Holiday Period. effective date Oct. 13. Sec XXI — EUCOM Multiple Addressee 
Ses V — Course at Hammelburg for Officers othe ee Not under MG Law No. 63, Letters and Cables. | 

of Transportation Truck Companies. Ive: date Vec. t. ee Sec XXII — Sal i 
Sec VI — Reimbursable Dayroo m Furnish- e. Regulation No. 12 under MG Law No. 63, Sec XXIII — Reschesione” Automobiles. 

ings Proara effective date Dec. 1. | . ’ g gram. . ee Semi-Monthly Military Government Report 
Sec VII — EUCOM Quartermaster School f. Regulation No. 1 under MG Law No. 65, No. 103, PIO OMGUS, 3 Dec. 1948 “port, 

Center Courses. . : effective date Nov. 1. ; Die Neue Zeitung, ‘Viol Le No. 96 ISD 

Sec VIII — Courses of Instruction at the Economic Press Digest, No. 27, PIO OMGUS OMGUS, 4 Dec. 1948 | 
EUCOM Signal School. . (Frankfurt), 3 Dec. 1948. a News of Germany, Vol. 4, No. 58, ISD 

. Sec Ix = Character Guidance Councils. oneekly Newspaper Analysis, No. 149, ISD OMGUS, 4 Dec. 1948. 
ec X — ultiple Addressee Letters , 3 Dec. 1948., Know Your Neighbor—Switzerlan 

and Cables. Covers Nov. 20 to 24. Weekly Directive No. 48, Hq EUCOM, 3 Dec. I&E Bulletin, Vol. 3, No. 19 Tae Divino 
Sec XI — Procurement of Second Lieutenants 1948. Lists following: __ Hq EUCOM, 5 Dec, 1948. 

for Active Duty. - Sec I — Course in Military Justice. Die Neue Zeitung, Vol. 4, No. 97, ISD 
N Follow Me’. Troop I& Bulletin, Vol.. 3, Sec II — Utilization of Officers with Legal | OMGUS, 7 Dec. 1948. Coe 
Hoa8, ' E Division, Hq EUCOM, 28 Nov. Experience. Satet Bull tin, onteus " ermany, Vol. 4, No. 59, ISD 

s . — e . . ' eC. 4 ° 

O Maus 2) in eM opp sinesses, AG 010 (PD), Sec IV — Photographs of Engineer Activities. Labor Relations in Western Germany, by 
Order No AP , oe Sec V — Address of EUCOM Central Film R. Taylor Cole, Visiting Expert Series No, 2, 
O . ursuant to Article HI (5) of and Equipment Exchange. Manpower Division, OMGUS, 8 Dec. 1948 

vonee teres ernment Proclamation No. 7, ‘‘Bi- Sec VI — Quotas for Military Police and News of Germany, Vol. 4, No. 60, ISD 
(LD) oneus. So Nguinistyation. » AG 010.6 Investigators’ Courses, European Command, OMGUS, 9 Dec. 1948. ee 

’ ' Ve. . . nte oe Sch . . . , . . ® : : 

Regrading of Classification, AG 380.01 (AG), Sec mn Stolen Pol Books. | OMGUS, “it bee. 1848 Vol. & Nr. 98, ISD 
Sony 29 Nov. 1948. Cites EUCOM WD 45, Sec VIII — Courses of. Instruction at Euro- News of Germany, Vol. 4, No. 61, ISD 

- Ve . . pean Command Engineer School. | OMGUS, 11 Dec. 1948. 
Second T : , ‘ AGO Ne eu raining Missions, AG 353 GOT- Sec X — Clearance and Documentation for Information Bulletin, No. 150, CO OM 

' COM, 29 N ' GUS 

1949 EUCOM Boxing Championships, AG “ave sre Duty, Travel. 14 Dec, 1948. | ' 
pionships, Sec XI — European Command Central Loca- Ne ( ny, | 353.8 SSP-AGO, 7 ews of Germany, Vol. 4, No. 62, ISD Hq EUCOM, 29 Nov. 1948. tor File. | OMGUS, 14 Dec. 1948. | mS 

Excerpts Taken from Official Instructions _ 
Forms Control Offices and divisions i unc hich v , | of OMGUS will eight ounces, i ill increa: i 

The Control Officer, OMGUS, has been designate an official to act as forms control cents to six ‘conte for each oan on tractive 
designated -as Forms Control Officer for this and procurement agent with responsibility thereof, Air mai] weighing more than ei at 

command and is responsible for establishing for the coordination and control of forms. ounces will be subject to the zone rates and 
and enforcing effective control over all forms — From OMGUS directive AG 315 (CO), conditions presently prescribed for air parcel 
originating and issued under his jurisdiction, Nov. 22, 1948. - post service for which the rate is 80 cents 
in accordance with AR 310-100 and TM 12-600. : . for oven eight ounces to one pound, and 

The Forms Control Officer is responsible for: Postage Rates to Increase OD cents qor each 4 additional pound or fraction 

1. Reviewing and approving all new or — Pursuant to the act of July 3, 1948 (Public Teof, these rates will apply to mail trans- 
Tevised forms originating in and for use by Law No. 900), 80th Congress, effective om 1, the. folley ind: to or from EUCOM APO's and 

any or all units of this command for 1949, postage rates will increase on domestic ( FOMOM NG 
determination of essentiality, design, simplifi- ain mail, and on thind and fourth class matter, 1. Any post office in the continental Uniited 
cation, consolidation, standardization and including books and catalogues. Fees will States, including Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, 
elimination of unnecessary forms. increase for special delivery, special handling, Virgin Islands of the United States, Canton 

2. Assisting all OMGUS offices in setting money orders, postal notes, domestic registered Island, Canal Zone, Guam and any other 
Up adequate control for forms. mail, COD mail and return receipts. The rate Place where US mail service is in operation. 

. Determining maximum amounts of ap- on domestic first class mail ‘will not be in- 2 Army and Nav ost i i 
Proved OMGUS forms to be reproduced and creased, but will remain at three cents pen Europe. (No. aip mail service Mis. avettable 
amounts to be stocked. ounce or fraction thereof. International postage between EUCOM APO’s). 
ape Assigning OMGUS form numbers to rates will also remain the same. 3. Canada and Mexico 

proved f intaini | ; erode orms and maintaining master EUCOM personnel _ will be affected Six-cent air mail stamps are now available 

5, Advising offices concerned when. principally by the rate of postage on do- at all APO's. The Post Office Department has 
‘ enev me ih il ighi j i : : ‘ * wy. 

form is revised or becomes obsolete, wand Sem weighing up fo and including then Ma ere Mii pronibit the sale of 
soning lists of active OMGUS forms. " Tan ae fhe cents stamped envelope Prior to 

- Reviewing forms control problems of . mong A SUPPLY js now on hand in 
OMGUS offices and divisions and rendering Copies of Instructions listed in sta ced. onvel peg ee, OF Se cent air mail 
technical advice and assistance so as to in- the Inf ti Bulleti , b as the anaot be placed on sale, “ul he 
Sure maximum ‘efficiency at minimum costs. ormation Sumenn may be Post Olfice De ne praced jon sae ante tne 
The Adjutant General will produce and obtained by writing directly to A noting trig conmines the sales 

distribute approved OMGUS forms in ac- J Y Dene eae mall ete an nt ay 
Cordance with specifications indicated by the the originating headquarters. Soe ang mail Stamps and  five-cent stamped 
Forms Control Officer. envelopes may be used aften Jan. 1 by use 

of additional postage to cover the difference 
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in rates, i.e., one-cent for a letter weighing be made at least two months before expected Board has disapproved Ordinance No 4g, 
less than one ounce, . date of entry into Italy. OMGUS feels that the June 15 directive must 

Postal laws and regulations prohibit the US Army, Navy and Air Force personnel be complied with at once, 
exchange of stamps for cash and normally must have a visa to enter Italy. The visa Licensing legislation in the states is im. 
prohibit the exchange of stamps for other will be stamped on valid leave or duty pairing the development of a free and 
stamps; however, the Post Office Department orders by the Italian consulates or travel | democratic economy, and preventing the 
has issued instructions that the five-cent air control offices in Frankfurt, Munich or fullest utilization of German economic resour- 
mail stamps and five-cent stamped air mail Berlin without charge. The Italian Travel ces, by requiring persons desiring to open 
envelopes may be exchanged subject to the Document, Annex B to Circular 131, need new businesses, or to enlarge existing busi- 
following conditions. not be used. Proper identification is nesses, to establish the ‘‘economic need" for 

1, Only exchange transactions are authorized; = required. — From EUCOM Weekly Directive their proposal as well as their personal 
peither stamps nor envelopes will be redeemed No. 48. , “reliability’', that they have ‘‘sufficient': 
or cash. : i imi ir iti 

2. Prior to Dec. 31 both the five-cent air Voluntary Welfare Agencies. capital, Baie oF the various imple 
mail stamps and the five-cent air mail stamped A current list of Voluntary Welfare Agencies regulations issued, established businesses 
envelopes may be exchanged for other stamps presently operating in the US Zone of Ger- trade associations, and guilds, have b s, 
or envelopes. It witl be noted, however, that many under the supervision of International given a decisive voice in passing upon these 
the new six-cent air mail envelopes will not refuges eaten is attaches to eee questions | P & NP se 
be available during this period. Stamps etter - of Nov. as follows: . + ngs 
offered for exchange will be accepted at face AFSC American Friends Service Commit-. of Parageaphs. in Ie ati and Pain 
value. Air mail envelopes will be exchanged tee: Zone representative, Mrs. Han- Revised Title 11 ‘Commerce and Industr ° 
for the appropriate price for which sold or a stein, Pasing. effective March 15 1948: of MG Law N ye 
fraction of a cent above the value of the AJDC American Joint Distribution Com- issued Feb. 12 1947: and of OMGUS lett , 
postage. The fraction of a cent is the value mittee: Director for Germany, Mr. AG 0g0 (CA), “Policy Regarding Non-Govern 
of the paper. on S. Haber; Deputy, Mr. T. Feder, mental Business and. Professional Associa. 

3. After Jan. 1 no postage stamps will be Munich. tions’’*, March 19, 1948, requires licensin f exchanged, but stamped envelopes may be ANCHA American National Committee for  jusinesses to be eliminated except in matter 
exchanged for the value of postage only, i.e., homeless Armenians: Senior repre- affecting th i” P ers ‘ . - g the public health, safety and welfare; 
five cents, . sentative, Gen. Haig Shekerjian, and in connection with such matters, OMGUS 

Additional information regarding the in- Stuttgart. feels that specific objective standards sh 5 creased rates may be obtained at any APO. APWR American Polish War Relief: Zone P sect ve Scangarcs should — From EUCOM Weekly Directive No. 48. representati Mr R. Radziwill be spelled out and clearly defined in appro- 
Ludwigsb arg. SR, Radziwill, priate legislation, with which all persons must 

Restrictions on Visits to Athens BSIR Boy Scouts International Bureau: Othe matter has the greatest urgency in 

Due to the present overcrowded conditions Senior representative, Mr.J.R.Mon- view of the program now being carried out — 
in Athens, Greece, persons contemplating (Gy net, Pasing. | . to revive German industry. 
visiting that city on leave are advised that S Church World Service, Inc.: Euro- Therefore, the OMG Director for each state 
hote! accommodations are unobtainable without pean director, Mr. B. Landstreet, is requested to direct the state government 
early advance reservations. The US mititary 1, AS resing. Immi Aid an to comply, on or before Dec. 20, 1948, with 
attache will give assistance to personnel pobrew mmigrant 1 Society: the June 15 instructions issued by OMGUS, 
arriving in Greece on official business, but Muni director, Mr. M. Newman, and with this letter, The report to be filed 
no assistance can be given personnel on | unich. | , by each state government shall be transmitted 
leave. — From EUCOM Weekly Directive %RRC International Rescue & Relief Com- by the OMG director for such state, through 

- No. 45. Fieces Pasing Tepresentative, Mrs. the Chief, US Element, Bipartite Decarteli- 

Travel to Austria JAFP Jewish Agency for Palestine: Senior APO 787. US Army aaa te Ontos eee 

In all cases for travel to Vienna, regard- representative (vacancy), Munich. AG 010 (PD) Nov 29 
less of mode of travel, an occupational force JCRA Jewish Committee for Relief Abroad; ‘ . 
travel permit commonly known as a ‘Grey Director for Germany, Miss. M. -Film Exchange Address 
Pass’’ will be issued. For travel by auto- Fischer, zone director,, Miss. M. The EUCOM Central Film and Equipment 
mobile, a counter-signature by one of certain Malachowsky, Pasing. Exchange is located and will be addressed 
designated senior officers of the following LWF Lutheran World Federation: Director as follows: EUCOM Central Film & Equip- 
commands is necessary for the driver of Dr. Hong, Pasing. ment Exchange; 7796 Signal Photo Company; 
the vehicle only: Adjutant General, USFA; NCWC National Catholic Welfare Confe- APO 807 (Friedberg) US Army. 
Zone Command, Salzburg; or Adjutant, Land rence: Zone director, Rev. S, Ber- 
‘Upper Austria Area Command, Heersching; nas, Frankfurt; Miss Ryan, Pasing. Selective Service Act 
travel by motor to be performed via High- NRC Netherlands Red Cross: Zone repre- The Selective Service A : 
way No. 8 from Enns to Vienna. For travel sentative, Miss E. Balthussen, Bad 4,0) ® 1 “US ive 1 S bet ct of 1948 ee 
to Vienna on the Mozart military train, an Kissingen. 4 by is lusive etween ane ages of i 
authorization to ride the train will be issued ORT Organization for Rehabilitation through on vf sa auty except ate tary personae 
in addition to the Grey Pass. Both documents Draining: European’ director, Dr. Service ve euy: Must register for selective 
can be obtained at all major command head- utch, Pasing. - ° seas eas 
quarters. — From EUCOM Weekly Directive PRC Polish Red Cross: Zone director, the es civilian empioyees Tepatriating to 
No. 45. Mr. S. Blazejewski, Pasing. ti nite 1 ates tin th SE Ores upon term 
Reimbursement will not be made for official  UIRFA United Lithuanian Relief Fund of ar, ton employment in the European Comman ° . ¢ en, ° . . e required to register within five days after 

travel from Germany to a point in Austria America: Senior representative, Miss their arrival in the United Stat its terri- 
served by the Mozart train (Munich—Vienna), I. Rovas, Pasing. torie » Er EUCOM We kl Din Hi l N 38 
or between any consecutive points in Austria USCom United States Committee for Care orles.——hrom Cextly Virective No. wv. 
served by the Mozart train, when travel is of European Children: Zone repre- Procurement Procedure 
performed by privately owned conveyance. sentative, Miss T, Allen, Pasing. . . 
— From EUCOM Weekly Directive No. 45.  UUARC United Ukrainian American Relief It has come to the attention of this head- 

Committee: Zone director, Mr. R. quarters that military post procurement per- 
Travel in French Zone of Austria Smook, Pasing. Sone eee foe we ganeched re he yn 

. . : entralstelle fiir Besahungsbedarf of the ° 
' Pending publication of changes to EUCOM VAAD Rand Haizala: Zone director, Mr. waltung fuer Wirtschaft, (Central Office for 
Circular 131, 1948, the following instructions WCcc WwW . oy g: _— Occupational Requirements of the Economic 

, a onflictind ‘instructions: orld Council of Churches: Director, ipe a L ; 
supenseae any con gil Soo Dr. Hong, Pasing. Administration) attempting to expedite, through 

Travel to and from French Austria. In| yyica Young Men's Christian Association: | Personal contact the approval of Forms 6GA. 
addition to authorized border crossing points Zone director (vacancy), Pasing These visits result in confusion and delay 

designated by par. 13, Cir. 131, the follow- ywoa Younq Women’s Christian Asso- rather than in the expeditions handling of 
ing control points are designated for travel “iati g procurement documents. Such contacts are not 
between the French Zone of Austria and IRC tt lian R ac authorized and it is desired that they be 
the countries and territories indicated: aban Ke TOSS. discontinued. 

1. US Zone of Germany: Scharnitz (road Licensing of New Businesses The Zentralstelle fuer Besatungsbedarf of 

and rail); Kufstein (road and rail). OMGUS letter, AGO 10 (PD), ‘‘Licensing of the Verwaltung fuer Wirtschaft (Central Office 
2. French Zone of Germany: Bregenz (rail); New Businesses’, June 15, 1948, requested for Occupational Requirements of the Economic 

Lochan (road). - review of the licensing legislation in effect | Administration) also has complained on behalf 
3. Switzerland: Feldkirch (rail); St. Mar- in each state, as well as existing implementing of a number of German suppliers that delay 

gareten (road). regulations or delegations of authority under. is being experienced in the receipt of requl- 
4. Italy: Brennero (rail); Brenner Pass these laws; and to report, within 90 days, sition receipt Forms 6GR after delivery 0° 

(road). . _. definite proposals concerning their abrogation goods. In the presently existing free economy, © 
Travel to Italy. US citizen civilians with or change to meet the objections of Military it is imperative that the US Army retain its 

a valid US passport may enter Italy without Government. advantage as a holder of ready cash bY 
a visa for a period not to exceed three By reason of the proposal and enactment prompt payment, It is desired that receiving 
months. <A visa is required for visits of of Ordinance No 49 by the Bizonal Economic reports and Forms 6GR be issued immediately 

civilians in excess of three months, and Council, and its subsequent consideration and upon receipt of goods and services, Of as 
individuals having the visa may leave and reconsideration by the Military Governors, soon thereafter as possible, to permit ore 
reenter Italy at any time during the validity adherence to that 90-day limitation was not ditious payment to suppliers.—From EUCO 
of the visa; application for the visa should insisted upon. H »wever, now that the Bipartite Weekly Directive No. 38. 
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